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WfLCOME TO VFTFRANS

A PROFITABLE EVENING
\
We feel sure that there are few come through the activities of the
A PROFESSIONAL ROBBERY The -Enterprise
My Dear l^rs. Crediford :^persons‘in this Vicinity who realize Grange and others similar organiza
AT
KENNEBUNK
. I run the bathing houses at
that, within two miles of the center tions, the fruit industry in Maine Deputy sheriffs Chick and Green10af have* been gqing around with
Gooch’s beach and live there dur
of Kennebunk, at what’is known as has been revived^
$15,000.00
Stolen
From
Home
of
This week the committees hav interior arrangements.
ing July and August.
Wells Branch; is a- fruit orchard Some forty-five -years, ago “smites which won’t come off” ever
Lleyellyn Parsons
ing in charge the reception to be The dinner Ut the Stone Haven which will compare favorably with Charles H. Clark,<the father of the since last Saturday evening while
The rest part of the year I,live
given the returned veterans have will be served under the direction the great orchards of Oregon, present' owener, ,'set. .but the first deputy Clones is wearing a corres
on my farm Which is situated near
been adding the finishbig touches
Washington, California, New Jer apple trees whichmow stand on the pondingly acrid expression. The Saturday .¿-and Sunday nights the Landing woods and on the road
to their preparations. They re oL a committee of which L. E. sey and Delaware. Not only are place. The variety, which he se explanation of this is. said to lie in séem to have been a festal day for leading from Kennebunk to the
port that everything is moving Fletcher is chairman. He will be the sturdier apples grown there lected was the Mackintosh, one the fact that the former beat out safe-crackers, house-breakers, and Lower Village. I always have a
alorig most encouragingly, and are assisted by the ladies of Cape Por but the less hardy fruits—peaches, particularly adapted to withstand* the latter on a gambling raid, fol bandits down thru New England— good big garden, and keep cows on
looking forward most confidently poise and by Mine Host Perkins of pears, plums and cherries thrive fiard winters and Igte frosts and lowing a tip which they; had in the tremendous loss at the South the place. On Saturday afternoon,
to a red-letter day for the commun the Stone Haven. A most tempt and yield as abundant a' fruitage thesd trees' proved so, productive Goinmqn, and in consequence, Boston Station—$100,000.00 from Augustc23, J sen,t a boy up to fill
ity. Judging from the plans that ing bill of fare is in prospect, as in a less rugged climate.
that he graduallyjnnlarged his Or “copped the coin” which the guar the vaults of the Boston and Al the tubs for the cows with the
have been made, the boys will come something different from the chow While it has become almost chard. These trees are now at the dian of the highways had reckoned bany R. R., seems to have been- town water which I have there.
pretty near having “the time of that was served over there.
axiomatic that Maine*apples have ^height of their Rearing capacity, would fatten his own “bank toll.” timed with the robbing of ' the After that was finished he went to
their lives.” There will not b& a . The Supper will be under the the finest flavor of any grown in two of them having produced $65 Late Saturday night Messrs guests of the Parsons’ home at the the garden- about 30 yards away
Xphick and Greenleaf wended their Beach with an exactitude that ,to pick some cucumbers and . there
dull moment from the assembly in direction of#an able committee led the United States, and that means worth of fancy fruit, last year.
Dock .square at'9.30 in the morn by Mrs. L. P. Dow, and That too, in the world, the industry lias, been Encouraged byttiie success of way to the Bluff at the Port and, stamps tiie two crimes as the plan in the middle of’the garden he saw
two men picking beans and corn
ing until the final strains of music will be something different, accord sadly neglected and the output his father in the. business/by the With stealthy steps approached a of one mind.
at the dance in the evening. The ing to the whispers of its make-up from this state has steadily shrunk apparent adaptability of the land; garage where certain of the un . • Sometime, between Saturday for all they were worth. He stood
following is an outline of the pro that are heard ip mysterious quar under the lax methods which have for fruit and the small percentage godly were suspected of dally with night and early Sunday morning watching them two oh three min
gram for the day:
been pursued by our farmers. of winter kill, Charles N, Clark the “pasteboards.” It is a profes- last, professional criminals visited utes. Finally he spoke to them
ters.
9.30— 10 À. M.—Welcoming cho The ball, game in the afternoon While the raising of choice fruit, launched into friiit raising on a sional ¿secret whether they dis the home of Mr. Llewellyn Parsons and asked them what right they
guised themselves as ex-bartenders
had ther. He told them whose
rus of church bells.
will be “for blood,” the old rivals has languished here the western commercial scale some years ago. ‘or bathing maidens or whether of New York, and Kennebunk, at property it was and said I was only
9.30—Muster, Dock square, Capt on the diamond meeting to test su fruit farmers have forged to the From the viewpoint Of the average they threw over a smoke screen, In Parsons’ Beach, and looted the a s^ort distance dway and he Would
W. H- ^tevens in command. March periority once more. Everybody front until the Rogue River apple farmer hereabout his'success has àny event they penetrated the Ibw- home of upwards of $15,000.00 come and tell me. The tallest one
to Congregational church, led by knows it is always nip and tuck is .better known in London and been phenomenal^ He now has ér story of the garage adn, stealing worth of diamonds, sapphires, then swore at him, called him a
when Kennebunkport and Kenne- Paris than it is in the State of Ore some ten acres . under ‘cultivation undected across the floor, reached necklaces, and articles of personal name, came up and kicked him and
Painchaud’s band.
gon 1 itself. The cultivation of
11-—Literary exercises. Adress ! bunk cross bats. Two out-of-town peaches, plume. and .cherries has devoted exclusively to fruit. The fhe upper room where the “den of adornment. „
chased him clear through the pas
by Govërnor Milliken. Presenta umpires will guarantee a contest never risen to commercial impor land lies'with a southern exposure iniquity” was supposed to bé locat Among the guests,at the Par ture out to another" road. I went
on
its
merits.
The
game
will
be
and a slight dip in that direction, ed.' With a wild whoop they burst sons’ home on,the night of the up the next day and looked the
tion of medals.
tance in Northern New England,
11.30—Automobile parade to free to every one. The band .will the.entire output having'been used affords . peifet drainage. The opén the door so frightening the robbery were * Mrs. W. Seward place over and found they had
furnish
music
during
the
warm

soil is a light sandy loam, practi five-men present that, forgetful of Webb and Mrs. Vanderbilt Webb taken all the beans and corn I had
Cape Porpoise, via School street.
for home consumption.
free from - stores* running théir change on 1 the table, they of New York City; and they were there and other stuff besides.
12 M.—Parade from Fletcher’s ing-up period.
But with a new generation * of cally
. The churches of the Community farmers, many of them educated in. from ten to twejve inches in depth, started to run. They were brought the larger losers from the ransack What they did not take they de
to Stonehaven.
will join in the welcome to the agricultural schools and colleges overlaying a red sand of consider to a sudden halt by the display of ing of the house by the auto ban stroyed by tramping around bn it.
12.30— Dinner, Stone Haven.
able depth, the friability of which à . small arsenal by the deputies. dits., Thereby hangs a tale.
The boy said they were bagging the
2 P. M.—Automobile parade via. veterans by the ringing of their through the information which permits
the roots to go deep, rather Only one pf the players, an individ ; Our peace-and-quiet-loving town stuff up. I do not know how many
Wildes district, South Main street bells from 9.30 to 10 in the morning has been widely deseminated in re than matting
the surface, ual of Hebraic extraction, had need fiave no fear that we are har bags they had but they must have
pnd Ocean avenue to Emery square and will send the soldiers to supper ports and bulletins of the Depart The nature ofnear
the surface soil is sense enough to get his money into boring any influx of criminals, or had enough to load a good sized
rejoicing (by ringing their bells ment of Agriculture and through
Lower Kennebunk.
again from 5.30 to 6 o’clock.
his pocket, which he did. much to ;that we have .anyone in our midst wagon or automobile. Following
2.30t—Parade to Parsons Field*
the interchange of ideas which has
. Continued on anotiier page. .
The people, both residents and
ihe disgust to Messrs Chick , and capable of carrying out the rob- is a description of the men as gi^en
Kennebunkport.
Greenleaf. Anyway the deputies Jjery in question. The secret of by the boy who got a good look at
3.15—Ball game. Kennebunk visitors; by their encouraging
words and their substantial finan
1‘scooped in the pot,” amounting the successful get-a-way of the them, , One was tall and dark.
POLITICAL ADVERTISING
port vs, Kennebunk.
cial contributions, have been show
to $9.10, and summoned the five theives explains the matchless wit Weight about 160. Black mustache
5.30 to? 6—Chorus of bells.
hiiscreants to appear before Jus of the experienced denizen of the short br clipped. Very large
6.B0—Supper. Farmers’ Club ing their interest in this welcome
to one section of our American
tice Harold Bourne.
underworld—and* Jias given the Roman nose. Grey suit With blue
Hall.
But the appetites of the officers head of a New York Nation wide lines running up and down. White
7.30— Open air concert by Pain- warriors who had such an impor
tant part in sending the Kaiser and
were whetted by their first success Detective’Bureau a sure, clue to straw hat and low tan shoes. Bow
chaud’s band.
The man whose face we prseent
necktie., He appeared about 35
pnd, shaking a few more bolts loose the perpetrators of this crime.
‘ 8—Social dance. L. Clifford > his followers into deserved retire to our readers today is thatof the
ment and the committee in charge
-on ’their faithful tin Lizzie, they _ Promptly on Monday last one of ¿years, bld. The other short and
Mating, Floor Manager.
man.
who
will
ask
York
County
to
¿.needed, to ¿Kennebunk • Besfitfr “the 'ffidât'efféétiv^ agents against stout with drooping red mustache.
The program of exercises in the i ..of affairs is desirôus that yet an- pass on, his .¿presented> qualifica
.where unannounced, thdy dropped criminals, in the United States— Dark complexion, age about 40
morning at the Congregationalj : other evidence may. be given of this tions to fill the place in the Con
interest. It is hoped that every
on three-more of the devotees of one who has made the prevention years.. Weight, about 180. Blue
church is as follows:
business house and residence' wilj gress of the United States now oe“demon poker.” They found no and detection of crime the endeav serge suit. White straw hat and
Music—Painchaud’s band.
cupied
by
Hon.
Louis
B.
Goodall.
necessity of making so theatrical, or of his ¿life, appeared in- Kenne low tan shoes., Blue necktie with
Prayer—Rev. H. R. McCartney. be decorated with the national col Mr. Beedy is a graduate of a
ors and that the display will be as
an entrance into this “gambling bunk. And the writer of this story red lines. Thev werd well dress
Response—Band.
Maine
college^
—
Bates,
as
well
as
’hell”; as the, dqor was unlocked. —^knowing the man, was able to ed, spoke good English and did riot
Solo, “The Star Spangled Ban lavish as possible, Only once in a of Yale. And in both of these in
Jiere. from their standpoint, they get the-inside history of the crime. appear at all like foreigners. Will
ner”—Mde. Heloise Painchauri- generation comes such an oppor stitutions of learning he made a
tunity, and there ought to be no
had bétter luck than in the first ' Therefore, we are creditably in nay liberally anyone who can give
Renouf.
fine
record.
Better
even
than
that
slackers on throwing the flag to the
raid and, while they only àucceed- formed,, thdt the successful job me information that Will lead to
Closing selection—Band.
—
he
’
made
it
possible
to
take
his
?fgl ;inrgetting three of the game- bery of the Parsons’ home was de arrest and ednvietjon. The boy is
Thé church will be appropriate bregze next Monday, any more than Course at .Ÿale by the use of hands
isters, they, : pulled down a “jack' liberately planned in the city of very sure he could identify them.
ly decorated for the occasion under there were slackers among thé
brain on the way. Therefore,
Edgar Towne,
rot” of $32. Right here however New York, and carried out accord
the direction of Abbott Graves, boysjat the front when'they went and
back
in
the
days
when
he
wàs
form

Kennebunk, Me.
they say that they Iqst out on an ing to schedule, down here in
who will also be in charge of all over the top.
ing, he made a record as a finan
awfully vood thing as seven or Maine. And we may thus be assur
cier. Did things for himself that
eight other worshiners before the ed that the crime cannot be even
Imagine then a beautiful maiden
benefitted his fellow.
“green cloth” had left the. “abode' charged to any laxity in our State within a hut, an open window,-a
But Mr. Beedy was a natural
of sin” just previous to their ar or local police regulations.
maddened, bloodthirsty lion crojilawyer, and, tho he seriously con
rival.
From the private detective who ched-w-all ready for his spring:—
sidered business and financial or
All of the eight- disciples of the was here, we have it thaf the his bone-crushing talons extended,
ganization, the ¿lure of the law.
“Great American Game’/dutifully methods of the robbery plainly his dripping jaws widely distend
! called him to activities which
^.rpearéd-before Justice- Bourne sjipw the thoroughness of- the ed.
seemed to comprehend the wholè
whb ordered the'mi to . “anti up” cracksmen not only in the manner The cowering girl stands petriciycle of human effort—-a leagl ca
822.90 each? Just how successful of gaining access to the valuables fied—the narrow eyes of the mon
reer.
the two' deputies were, through but also in their carefulness in ster glued on his prey—when, like
Hon.'Carroll L. Beedy is a young
getting into the games when they avoiding the possibility of leaving a bolt from the sky, a giant white
man—that is a factor, above all, in.
did. cap <be< ¡ascertained by any a due that might lead to their form leaps from the fringe of fun
his
favor.
He
is
not
hidebound
bright little boy who will take the identity.
gus, straight for the panting beast,
AT
with memories of Old party lines—
trouble to look upthe law and see “This rpbbery,” says our inform and plunging headlong, landed
noir has he had the time to become
just how much of the “rake off” ant, “was framed up long before full force on the lion’s haunches
CARROLL L. BEEDY
Continued on another page.
they were entitled to. The sports the- summer days began, and was and an instant later the lion lay
who got pailed Saturday night saw nlanned in Nèw York, The Webb- dead, strangled, and
that to get fhe “real money” out of . Vanderbilts were the people to be
SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETS one year as principal of the High a game a tin star is better than a
school at Brownsville Maine, four deck of “marked strippers/’ a “cuff robbed! The place of thé robbery,
RALPH H. BRAGDON TO BE years as sub-master at Abington, holdout ;:andf skill in “dealing- of course, just happened to be -in
From the moment,—
PRINCIPAL—NEW SALARY-^ Mass., and two yearsras principal seconds” and “working the spread’* ^Kennebunk.
this was part of the plan, the weal
SCALE DETERMINED.
of the High school in Wrentham, all combined.
thy tourists departed from New
Mass. He was re-appointed to the
At the regular meeting of the Wrentham
York two of the bàndits, equipped
ALSO
school
but
resigned
to
school committee which was held accept the position Jiere. In con-^ New text books in English were with a racing-car-kept in touch;,
on Wednesday evening several imx flection with his other school work discussed but no action was taken- and it was ohly a matter of the'
portant matters were acted upon; he has attained considerable famé in the matter.
right time when the-property was
including the selection of new
The public were not nqtified that; to be taken. Thé time came when
as
a
successful
base
ball
coach.
He
teachers and the setting of salaries
the. meeting would be held.
the Webb-Vahdérbilts, just, by
to be paid during the ensuing year is married and has one child a year
chance, 'went for the one night to
old.
He
has
been
living
in
South
under the additional appropria
BREAKS INTO PRINT AGAIN. this tonely summer home at Par
Fancy Apples Ready. During October I tion
Boston,.
He
will
ocqupy
the
house
which was granted at the re
sons’ Beach. We know the meh,
the'home» of previous.
bent town meeting. Ralph H. formerly
>Edgar M. Ward who ’ attained we now know the car; but that we
Head
Master
Burnham.
Bragdon was appointed as princi
fame, if not notoriety, here when shall be able to outwit this cleverly stbod erect, his arms raised to
Miss JDharlotte Piper of Bidde he hit a- Haverhill taxi .driver, Si laid plot' is a'question”
pal of the High School.
heaven—of which he knew nothing
ford
was
appointed
teacher'
in
A new schedule; of salaries for
mon Ashworth over the head about .. There we have the .outline of a
the various schools of the town Latin and French at a salary ofi two weeks ago at Harris crossing clever burglary. It is sure, ac —a victory cry rends the air and
PHONE, KENNEBUNK 66--2I
was settled, with a material in $800 pep year? She is a graduate in North Kennebunkport and al cording to -our informant, that the the maiden got her first glimpse of
crease. over the former scale in all of Bates college and has one year lowed Dr. Tracy to become the hero meif—there were two of them at the great white giant—king of the
jungles, .whom she was destined
positiops.* It is believed that with of experience at Lisbon Falls.
of the greatest- Western movie Parsons’ Beach, are out-of-town
P. 0. ADDRESS, WELLS, MAINE, R. F. D. I
this increase in salaries it-will be The cjiair of history has. been stunt that ‘ has ever been pulled members of an international band soon tb'love.
pgssible to retain efficient teachers filled through the appointment of off around these diggings', as well which has agents In all partS'of the ' *SUCHZIS ONE SCENE IN
Ä^FRUIT CANNED TO ORDER
which the town has not been able Miss Bernice Davenport of Gard as to get his Elizabeth all nicely, Uflited States. . And this< is the
ner, Mdine.. She is a graduate of fixed up, is lying at the point of difficulty in ascertaining the iden
to do heretofore.'
The minimum salary is to be Smith’s college.
death in the Lewiston hospital tity ofvthose who will ; offer the
$650. Primary, intermediate and In the grades Miss Margaret E. from, wood alcohol poisoning« jewelry for sale—it will no doubt
rural teachers without previous Gough of Biddeford had previous With a wornkn known as Mrs. Ma be sold jn small quantities in all
school experience will serve the ly been appointed to the 8th and rie Brni er. at whose houke he call parts of the world.
MANY HOUSES WIRED.
DROP ECCLESIASTIC TITLE
first year at the $650 minimum’ and Miss Sadie M. Rowe of Waterford ed, he imbibed deeply of one'of the In any event, the Enterprise is
will receive an advance of $50 per to the 7th. Miss Mary J. Gard will standard Maine drinks and both able to give its readers the assur
Henry H. Hall, who put the town
year until the maxium of $900 is
ance that here is a crime that can
of Wells oh the map all over the Many houses are being wired reached. 'Those having previous succeed Miss MaryiJ. Ward, who became ¿tll < shortly after. The not
be charged against Kennebunk
for electric lights in anticipation
will
teach
in
Massachùsetts
this,
woman
died
and
Ward
was
remov

^United States only a few short of the long winter nights when experience will start at $700 with year, and Miss Ethel Furvoll will j ed to the hosnital. His history is town—, or, in fact, New England.
months ago arrived in Portland there will be no “daylight saving.” the same rate of increase. ■
succeed Miss Pray. Neither of quite lurid. He was held in $2000
Grammar teachers—those in bhe positions in Alewive lias yet. bonds for the assault on Ashworth?
CHISHOLM—GLOVER
last Wednesday. He doesn’t call Norton & Harden report that they
8 REELS
the
8
and
9th
grades
without
ex

been filled.
by Justice'Bourne and is also out
Jhimself a minister any 'more but have just finished the wiring in
perience
will
be
appointed
at
$700
has gone back to his original trade the houses of C. W. Hinkley in per year and experienced at $750 The repairs on .the various under bonds in Kennebec county At a very quiet ceremony Miss
of cook and has been dividing his Bourne street, Edward Blanchard with increases of $50. ner year up schools are reported practically on the charge of stealing an auto. Edna G; Glover nf North Berwick
time recently between restaurant in Barnes street and Charles Jelli- to the maximum of $900.
completèd with the exception of A letter was found in his pocket and Frank Davis Chisholm, son of
•work and ocean trips. He blew son at Kennebunk Landing. The No future appointments will be those in Upper Alewive which are when he was taken to, the hospital the late Mr. and Mrs, King Chis
into Portland from the Eastward work in the house of Artelle Jelli- made except from candidates hav underway and will be done in time concluding “I never stole any autos holm, formerly of this town, were
and said that he was headed for son at the Landing will be finished ing a normal school education. . for the opening of the school year. in my life.” . James P. Donahue 'united in marriage by Rev. Robert
who is alleged to have sold-Ward P. Doremus at the Unitarian par
Lawrence. As the police have lost within a few days.
Ralph H. Bragdon was appointed It was voted, on account of the the liquor is under arrest.
sonage on Wednesday afternoon,
«interest in him and his peregrina
principal of the High School at a* Chatauqua and to give more time
by a single ring ceremony. They
tions lately no one else seems to
for
getting
the
schools
into
readL
salary
of
$1750
per
year.
Mr.
j
have been sufficiently interested to Cameras and films also develop Bragdon is a graduate of Tufts, ness, that the daté of opening of Be prepared for school'days with were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Matinee, Children 15c.
Adults 20c
find out whether he stopped off at ing, printing and enlarging. Fiske 1912, and of Harvard Summer all.* schools will be deferred until h Waterman’s Ideal Fountain Pen Charles Chisholm, brother and sis
Evenings 20 and 25c
j\
,j
sold by Fiske the druggist. Adv. ter-in-law of the groom.
Wells or ndt.
the druggist on the corner. Adv. School 1918. He has served; for September 15.
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Extra Large Burbank Plums
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The Scope of Evidence
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Handsome Bath Towels at St each
White Turkish -(lain white Terry—others in fancy jacquard design
with beaatiful damask -border in. blue, pink, gold or lavender.
We pay postage.

By J. D. Hallen
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nature. And that, in being work
CHAPTER IX
Trial Cross-Examination Written ed out, a theoretically perfect sys
tem cannot escape the defects of
' PORTLAND
Out.
Subscriptions
humanity.
$1.00
Yearly in advance
Philosophers may never be able
.25 to solve the mistery by which Man, Therefore, When you are prepar
Three Months
ing for the cross-examination of a
every atom of whose material body witness, it is essential, fifst, that
Single Copies 3 Cents.
is subject to laws which he can ybu know that you are looking for
not control, enjoys, nevertheless, the verity—the facts ; and that
Advertising Rates
in the practical conduct of his life, they will satisfy you when you
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
freedom of phoice between good make them appear. In other words,
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
and evil—truth and falsehood; but that you are on the right side of
so it is.
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line. '
the case. Then, if you are honest
In proportion as we are moral in your seeking—and have the
Display Ads rated on Application.
We are free. Indeed, we may look sense of the verity, you may feel
at human life, from the lowest sav sure you are booted and spurred to
Enterprise Phone'19
age to the highest civilized type, as ride the facts oiit of any witness,
the manifestation on an ascending however biased he may be against
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport. .
scale of the penetration of matter your case.
,
by spirit. In all religions, abso The brjute force of prejury may
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
lute
freedom
—
omnipotence
—
is
at

Crex, Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
controlled by yoùr opponent un
tributed to the Deity: so freedom be
til
the
stronger
power
of
verity
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
is the condition in which man alone arises and, wrests this power from
;can attain his highest development; him.
Japanese Rugs. All Sizes, Just Received.
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
By self-interest one class of
We press this old truth upon you, witnesses
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; because
"attached to the for
we live at a time when the tunes of aiscause;
oppression,
enemies of freedom would have us another; by terhor, by
a third. And
'
When anyone can go into almost any drug-store and buy paregoric, believe that freedom is a worn-out à tricky lawyer will find it easy to
it can readily be understood how ilde the law of prohibition is. Beer experiment,- a folly which the for dupe the credulous by claiming to
ward man has indulged under the be right by policy "or divine right.
•with 2.5% of alcohol is taboo.
spell of an iridescent but fatuous But you must know all these wiles
PORTLAND
delusion. Freedom cannot be dis of the fraudulent, and be able to
missed.
It
is
an
integral
part
of
Yet paregoric contains 46.5% of alcohol and 1.9 grains of opium
that universal urge toward better- expose them.
in each fluid ounce—a ‘shot of booze’ that will satisfy the most exact nient to which history bears wit In framing your questions, keep
in mind, always, it is the'easy thing
ing toper. Still the sale of this mess comes within the law.
ness.
We “cannot demand freedom of for the witness to tell the truth—
worship and of speech, freedom to the fact; and he distorts the fàct B
GOOD ROADS
love and to work and and to trade, onl^ by an effort of the will"—‘this B
and then deny the free circulation is- a weakness yóp may use to good
advantage, if you surely know the B
Ten years ago the problem of community expansion by the substi of truth in the mind of man. The facts. Let your own- mind never B
same Sap runs thru every branch
tution of the automobiles for horse-drawn vehicles was solved by good and twig of the Tree of Life; become heated, or over-zealous, or B
roads; but this is not the only prqblem which, after its solution, has wherever you exclude it, the acrid, or too anxious as to the is-J'B
sue, but always have the certainty |B
been of little benefit to the average community outside of the radius of branch will wither and die.
that you will be able to brush aside i B
Unless
we
are
prepared
to
hold,
a very few cities. Men, generally do not seem to grasp the fact .that,
the lie, no matter how long delayed | B
any old inlet is not a harbor,” any old bam won’t serve as a garage, therefore, that mankind has touch the task may be, and that neither | B
“Baby Grand” (Model FB) Touring, $1135
ed its zenith and must henceforth
any bld powpath is not a state road, and any old pasture won’t do for descend into the barbarism from ràhting nor eptreatv can add one | B
“Baby Grand” Roadster,
1110
golf. Harbors today must-have some reason for being—the finest one which it emerged, we shall put our iota to the majesty of the verity.
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
1685
in the world is Mole St. Nicholas, Haiti—but ships have no business faith in verity, as the method by Frame ÿour questions imperson
“
Four-Ninety
”
Touring,
735
as a chemist might in describ
there. No matter the road, an old barn is a bad place for your auto. which, in the trial of an action, the ally,
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
715
ing chemical elements and reac
real
facts
may
be
made
apparent.
We can t make the tourist enthuse over our blueberry barrens. And If we give up verity—mind you we tions; And you will find the falsi
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
1185
appropriating $50,000.00, to make the J‘01d cowpath” into a highway are not talking about what the law ty of the attitude of the Witness
e ^Four-Ninety” Coupe, *
1110
does not steer the cows into another path. The cash alone will size ©alls the truth—that is a vague crumbling away and thé. verity!«
F.
O.
B.
Flint,
Michigan.
and-Shape the most important thing in the State of Maine. We want thing, if we give up verity, we re breaking thru like the frog thru «
the surface of an astonished tadImmediate Delivery
many scores of miles of converted-cowpaths—Good Roads. From a nounce that spirit of freedom pole. If things are what they arej h Valve in Head Motor
in us with roots which go
Washing at all times.
Storage by Day or Week.
Day and Night Service.
financial and educational consideration this enlarged field—increased planted
down to the very deeps of human —and you must never 'doubt them, I
territory placed at the command of bur summer guests, holds untold nature, and is as necessary as is you ought to be able to make any!« FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE COMPANY
possibilities. Appreciation of our distant land’s point of view by the instinct of self-preservation. witness describe them whatever he
R. W. LAIRD, Manager
desire to say. For, as surely | g
intimate contact, reduction of beach congestion by greater distances Hitherto, no tyrant, were he king may
as noon and midnight cannot exist' § Middle and Market Streets,
Portland, Maine
,
or
kaiser
or
Anarch,
has
Succeeded
of inland motoring, the greater comfort and personal convenience of
in destroying the spirit of verity. in the same place -at the same time, B
the visiting tourist, all will benefit the state at large;
The exile has preached it in his
handishment; the prisoned has ut-. ly- abhorrent.‘
-tered it in his dungeon; its martyrs You have gone thru your life
—KINGS AND THINGS—
have been burned at the'stake, and and law studies in vain, if you have
from their ashes that spirit , has not learned to distinguish the sub
passed unhindered into other iands stance from its outer dress. - Hu
The world is so full of a number of things,
man nature being the stuff all wit
with a liberator’s progress.
It’s hard just to tell who to do with our kings.
WJiat we have to distrust, in the nesses are made of, we must seek
The significant fact about the reading of the present history of’ trial of an action, is not verity-— in other records the equivalents of
A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
the world-down thru the reigns of Hadrian and his successors to the” the facts, but its very imperfect the actor and his practices in the
ing
herbs relieves .the choking sensation by
case
in
hand.
*
Look
behind
the
counterpart.
One
does
not
have
inroads of Alaric, the Vandals, and Attila, the dominion of the By
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
to be a Blackstone to satirize the scenes as you point your ques
zantines, and the interlinkng of the later-day Hun—Wiliam the Raiser,- failures,
tated membranes. In use for more than 40
absurdities, inconsisten- tions; dip into the the neighbor
years. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.
is-the defense and eulogy of “nobility.” And always nobility hasi cies, and ills of the law—any fool hood chronicles of the witness if
Send for free sample.
been the same thing of delight “tye find in .“The Last of the Mohicans”1 can do that. The wise man, who you need to be enlightened.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from
By
these
hints,
we
would
stimu

Northrop
&
Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
is
also
the
just
man
—
the
fair
lawa,nd Buffalo Bill.” Prodigies, of greed, monsters of cruelty and vice,
late you to look facts straight in
crop out at every stage of civilization as the impudently flourishing’ yer, inquires in each case the con- the
face and to,; decide for yourself
’ ditions. under which the law’s exreality of success. But no Borgian and Medician Popes, commercializ• periments are made,, and he re- whether you have anything to fear
ed vice and flagrant corruption has ever so openly triumphed as thosei members that the medium thru from the evils which are inherent
who have in our own day so groused the envy and astonishment of men; which every system works, for bet in human nature.
(To be continued)
The steel king, the oil king, the king of the profiteers, the organization ter, for worse, is our finite human
of all the vicious greed of time does not even shock us—we worship
and protect it as big business; and we teach our youth that “big
business” is indeed the Ark of the highest Covenant, which men have
entered into for their collective government and growth. Hands
off, we must not disturb the railroad king! Hands off, the king of the
food trust is sacrosanct! Hands off, the storehouse king is scrupulous
having their houses wired for electriiflights
ly serving the gods of greed! And We should not be seduced by dema
during the next three months
gogues—who have no “cush,” into suporting an unjust quarrel with

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.

^****£2lW

Summer Rugs

At Moderate Prices in all Grades

W. T. Kilborn Co.

OPENING
New Salesroom

Showing .Chevrolet Cars ’ Exclusively

Tarr-Gon

mad tar’from
Wit Tobiles with a very
automobiles
small amount of labor.

PRYOR-DaVIS co
36 Market, sur5o9

Motor Tracking
From 1 to 1°° tons- N" C°m‘
pany can quote lower prices on w
kind of cargo from Furniture to

3and.
Call me up, it will save you
money.

R. G. SEAVEY

Dr Frederick R. Ferris.
'Osteopath
Mason Block*
Kennebunk
Evenings by appointment.
Telephone 49-3
Office Hours 9-4

WANTED

Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
anything in the Antique line. Any
one having articles to offer, call
or write.
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
BUNK, MAINE

ennebunk

K

ENNEBUNKHORT

the kings of the earth—the profiteers. Who is there so unwise as not
toknow exactly the why of the H. C. L.? And yet who is there to put
his hand against it? Ail of usysee the number, but we won’t swear
to the man—we only swear at him—and the king is too busy to hear.

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free

—OUR STUPENDOUS INSIGNIFICANCE—

Before starting out to explore and make a biographical survey
of the “Eastern Star,” one might well revert to that old, bld question:
“What is the good of it all?”
Whether fisÈes hear at all has been hotly controverted, Professor
Herrick reminds us. They are certainly sensitive to mechanical “jars”
and vibration, but is has been difficult to prove whether“ this sensitive
ness is thru the ears dr the “skin.”
In any eVent, the spectroscope proves that the chemistry of the
coal-stove and the test-tube is also the chemistry of the “Eastern Star.”
And, thd the latter is trillons—aye endless Sextillions—of miles away,
We may, altnost, with the aid of the test-tube, detect a glimmer of in
telligence in this thing that looks like a fiirefly in a summer night,
and thus spell out, surmise, approximate, rapproché, its message from
the acme of isolation.
,, ,
Assumed that it is a star and knowing that it is three hundred
thousand timqs as far away from the interest of anything on this
earth as the sun is from its nearest neighbor, we address ourselyes tó
the reading of the John Kendrick Bangs message—how many aeons
will it be before “John” or the citizens of Maine will see, hear or tell,
of the long-range weather forecasting of the “Eastern Star?” So,
Ms. John Kendrick. Bangs will have difficulty in going to the Congress
of the United States, .because he is a humorist !
, It is ^mazing to think how remote one must have been from the
atmosphere of the world in the last four years so as not to be aware of
•the part Mr. John Kendrick Bangs has played in the maddest war men
have ever' fought. In countless ways he has “carried on”—served
humanity—he is still “ovef'there” tellng the truth and doing his
duty as a man and, a citizen of thé U. S. A., the whiles we cannot regu
late the size of the pupils-of our eyes to the billionth of an inch occu
pied by the “Eastern Star” in the orbit of its “Stupendous Insignifi
cance.’^,
'In our childhood days we all recited the stanza, “Twinkle, twinkle,
little star;” and we still continue to “wonder what you are,”—Oh,
“Eastern Star!” Sometimes you appear to be a faint fuzzy little spot
lost in the reservoir of the universe, Then again you are overwhelmed
in a haze of twilight; but you never do get a chance to shir.é out.

While They Last

Electric Irons'at

$3-25

NORTON & HARDEN

Fresh Vegetables
Buy Them at

A. M. SEAVEY’S
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

Electrical Contractors
P.O. Square/

\ Tel. 151-301-137.4

and Portland

EXPRESS

Now is the Time to eat

To All New Customers

Kennebunkport, Maine

Tel; 31-2

Daily trips between Kennebunk
port and Portland, via Kennebunk
Beach, Kennebunk, Biddeford and
Saco. Also jobbing of all kinds to
and from any point.
Tel. Portland 4325.
Tel. Kennebunkport, 72-3.
Ask for our rates.

DR. W. I. COX
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con,
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

Kennebunk, Me.

Are you feeling cool and comfortable these
hot days? If you are not, there is a reason.
When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think

H. L. Dupre
GOOD WATCHES—think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS—think

H. L. DUPRE
161 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate, Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.

Screen your Porch with Vudor Screens.
Put one of your comfortable Couch Hammocks on the
porch or in the shade of the trees.
One of our Perfection Oil Cook Stoves is a preventative

I

against the excessive heat in your kitchen.

I

Don’t Suffer—Buy now.
Free Delivery.

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

I
I

Kennebunk enterprise, Kennebunk, Maine '
Mrs. Agnes Simonds spent Sun Hospital to have it rebroken and to the- age of nine lived in West
day and Monday with friends at the fracture properly reduced.
Kennebunk, his father then remov
York beach.
Registered at the McLellan— ing to the house which is now the
Miss Helen Bradbury who has Miss A. C. Turner of Peaks Island, Unitarian parsonage. Mr. Clough,
been staying for a week with Mr. Me., Mr. J. S. Maxon of Adams however, was brought up ‘ by his
Frarik Lord is having, his house and Mrs. Fred Nason at their home Centre, N. Y., Mrf W. J. Mealaurori, uncle,Jpseph Thompson, a black
‘repainted.
’- ■
on Mechanic, street returned to Haverhill, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. smith who lived on the Frank Fair’ *A. Roy Clark is enjoying a vaca^- Portland Thursday.
JohnL. O’Toble. and daughter and field place. He married Miriam
The Liberty Club held their sons,4Newark, N. J., and Mr. James Bacon, also of Kennebunk. About
pion at Bretton Woods; N* H.
William M. Dresser arid wife regular meeting on Monday night, Walsh, of the same place. The twenty six years ago lie left here,
being entertained by Mrs. Nellie O’Tooles are driving an English and since that time he has only
i spent Wednesday at Alton Bay.
■ ‘ Mrs. Ada Reynolds and son are Wormwood. A buffet lunch was Napier touring, car. One of the returned three times on each oc
served. h
finest aùtos wè have seen driven casion to funerals and has made
visiting friends at Sebago Lake.
Shirley Hatch entertained thru Kennebunk this season. Not very brief stops. He says that in
' Gideon Authier. has returned tq a Miss
party of sonSe twelve of her one of these cars could have been looking over the town be finds ab
work at Everett L. Littlefield’s friends
at her' home oh Mechanics; imported since -,1914. And Mr. solutely no changes* except that
store.
street on last Tuesday evening. O’Toole is proud of the fact that the spot Where the Odd Fellows
Earl and Harold Curtis are in Refreshments were served.
his Napier look and performs like block now stands was formerly oc
Malden Mass,, visiting C. Norcross Mrs. Herbert C. Hume accom new.
The car is hand made, cost cupied by a two tenement house
I rind family.
panied by her son and daughter, $15,000.00, and could not be had and that the old mill at the bridge
Misses Ethel and Edith Furbush Merlin and Frances Burleigh have today for $30,000.00 even if' the which was at-that time a wooden
have been guests af the Elm farm, returned from Alton Bay where ban' of importation Was off. The building has been replaced by the
Lyman recently.
they have been attending camp day this party came in from lower present brick factory. Mr. CJough
. Dr. Robert jLord and Robert N. meeting.
New England the machine -had ft at present traveling on the road
Cram are away on a week cainping Nobody pays any attention , to made. 250 miles arid the motor was for the W. B. Wood Mfg. Co., of
trip.
,
<
negro babies now. But we remem moving like the escapement of a St.. Louis, his territory extending*
as far East as Calais and aS far
• Mrs. Archie Clark and her son ber when they werg potentially Swiss watch.
Maurice have been, visiting Port worth - $1,000.00 the head, ’when
Mrs. Hall and Mrs. Hallen of the south as Baltimore.
full grown. Then they were worth McLellan motored to the Village
land this weekStudio, Ogunquit, Saturday even
, Fred Gray of Lawrence Mass, is looking after.
visiting at the home of his sister-ih There is no cessation, in the sum ing to hear Mr. Alan Ross Mc SUPREME COURT TO CONVENE
mer throng coming to Maine. New Dougall in his repertory of time-law Miss Lottie Stevens,;
Mr, and Mrs, Q. E. Curtis are en faces are, seen on the streetsof old English and Scotch folk-songs. While the supreme judicial court
tertaining Mr. and Mrs, Walter E. Kennebunk every day, and strange Mr. McDougall is just home from for York County will come in the
Twitchell and their son Wendell. cars in droves whiz down toward “over there,” tho he. is not. a new week of September 15, thère will
Biddeford past the town hall in comer to the stage. Before his en
. Mr. and Mrs, William DeCourcy their
journey further into the Pine
in California he had been be an immediate adjournment until
and daugt^er-Lillian motored to Tree State, Inthe business rubric- listment
singing these songs at the Little the following. Monday September
Srilsbury Beach on Sunday.
of our state there will be written Theatre in Chicago, and other 22, on which day the civil docket
Reshingling the piazza roof and this year—-“The largest business^ western cities, Mr. McDougall will be taken up and cases will be
• other minor repairs are being done ever known.” And this may be so' sings without accompaniment, and marked for trial and otherwise dis
on the house of E, A. Bodge.
written for thfe coming years.
in thè light of the galic fire of peat. posed of. The grand jury will bp
Georgg L&riebee and family who A demonstration of Mazola, corn1 The voice of the singer has the hin session during the week of the
have been at Gooch’s Begch for ten oil, is being held this week in Cur quaint br-r-r of the two sides of 15th. Justice Deaséy will be on
days returned home on Saturday, tis and Roberts store by Mrs. Bar thè border, and with the melody of the bench during .this session, it
the first oyer which he has
Taffeta, Satin, Georgette,
Mr. and Mrs, John Ward have a rett a widely experienced demon a fine expression gives. an enter being
presided in York County. He is,
visit this Week from their niegg strator "who has traveled the en tainment that will be as highly en however,
known in this
Foulard, Tricoletje, Serge
tire country introducing and boom joyed as long as mothers rock the section offavorably
and ngphgw of Berlin.
the state as a trial law
Mrs, Lincoln Mitchell and her ing various food products. This cradle and croon to the qccupant, yer and is held as one of the ablest
»and Wool Jersey.
son who have begn staying in Bos oil, of which one and a half gallons as it was last Saturday »night by jurists on thè supreme bench.
is obtained from a bushel of corn the good audience at the Village
ton will return Saturday,
' Mr, and Mrs, Charles Atwood of is used for every purpose for which Studio.
Also Voile, Gingham, Print and Organdie
oils and lard are eipployed Mr. and Mrs. No'rman Smith, of
Webber Hill farm are entertaining other
and it is said that various foods Standish, Me., are guests at'the
DIIVAN
friends from Boston this week.
can be cooked simultaneously in home of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Webber
Misses Verna, Iona and Lola KiL the same vessel without any trans
\ J. E. Clough a former resident of
gore of Rumford Falls arrive today mission of taste,
this town has been spending a
to spend the week end with Mrs,
THE JEWELER
Fred Cousens whose shoulder week as a guest < at the MoUsam
W. G, Kilgore,
which was broken some time ago House, and visiting his many relaJ. W. Bowdoin reports that there and which has not knit properly tives and friends here. Mr. Clough
is considerable activity in real es went "today to the Maine General is the son of Henry Clough and up* 253 Plain St.
Biddeford
tate with several deals of impor
tance underway.
Mrs. Mabel Huff who has been
spending some two weeks with her
aunt. Mrs. Hutchins at Ogunquit
has returned to her home.
Miss Marcia Graves went to the
Maine General Hospital in Port
land, Monday of this week where
she will undergo an operation.
Mrs. Evelyn Harding, nee BowOF
| doin, of Ohio, is visiting her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs, J. W. Bowdoin
of this village. Mr. and Mrs. Henry McBride are
receiving "congratulations on the
birth of a daughter Evelyn on Sat
urday night.' The latest arrival
has six older brothers.
F. O. Mariner of Sanford was iit
town oh Sunday calling on rela
MARKED DOWN
tives, having spent the week end
To Close Out
with his mother, Mrs. George JF.
Mariner at Peaks Island.
75 BATHING CAPS
It will'be a long- time from now until
A porpoise, two inches less than
50c
seven feet long was on display on
Monday back of the store of Curtis
you read such good news again
& Roberts. The fish is said to
SALE OF
have been caught in a net off Ken
■ w.iu ■ ■ —_
■
....
„ -—
>u ■■ iH.i.m
.■■■n.
——' '.
iq———
nebunk Beach by Pete Nede^u
A
LIQUID VENEER
; while he was fishing, killed and ^et
50 bottle of Liquid Veneer Polish adrift. It drifted ashore at Stony
land 25c Dust Cloth, the two for River bridge and was brought from
there to town.
50c
A considerable number of gxThe good old Summer Resort you may
service men are making prepara
tions to attend, the K&nd concert
■
SALE OF
need
which will, be givenjin Pepperell
BOX PAPER
Park, 'Biddeford, on^Sunday evehCloth finish 24 sheets of paper, 24 ing in honor of the wterans of thelate war. The park and the foun
envelopes, white and colors, fine tains
will be specially illuminated
■
i-----------quality paper, worth 35c and 40c. with colored lights?. The pari< will
Sale price, per box ................ also be illuminated on Saturday
evening,
25c
Frank Perkins, a prominent
business man M Malden, came
over the roadJby motor -ofir Satur
CUPS AND SAUCERS
day accompanied by his.sister Miss
White with gold band, 3 shapes, Caroline B. Rerkins .of'; Philadel
worth 35c.
phia. Mr. Perkins after ¡spending
the week end yisiting relatives-'has
Sale price
1 25 pairs, sizes 5 to 8
I 25 Pairs sizes 8 L2 to
returned to his home. Mil^<PerWe Have Gold Value Prices, the
kins will spend some tim^keje as
BLACK and DARK
II BLACK and DARK
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Almo§r- J.
LOWEST We Know ANYWHERE
Smith offthe Atlantis, Children’s
BROWN,
Children’s BROWN,
CUT GLASS
Thursday’s arrivals at the Mc
WATER GLASSES
On Lots of Our
Lellan—F. J; Powers^ Portland,
Goodyear Stitch Shoes Goodyear Stitch Shoe
9-oz. size thin blown glass, grape Me., George R. ! Deering, Boston,
Mass.,johnR. Wiles, Sanford, Me.,
Worth $3.00
Worth $3.50
cutting* advertised »in Boston as a and S. B. Levy, Providence, R. I.
great bargain at $1.78 a doz.
Mr. Levy represents a syndicate
that is looking over Maiiie territory
Sale price here
witlf a view to the building of some
10c each, $1.20 a doz.
needed first class hotels, He tyillbe in town several days? Word has
gdhe out that there is a cfianc«s for
LIBERTY BOND BOXES
good business for an invitirig m>s‘telry at Kennebunk. So far as
Worth 98, at
any plans arfe Worked put the build
^9c
ing would,be erected within one
minute’s walk of the B. & M. station.
luiiimuiiilimiiiiiHimiliiffîuniiiiiXI!»
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LOCAL NOTES

Absolute and Final

CLEARANCE SALE
Friday and Saturday

All remaining Summer Apparel to
be closed out at

Great Price Reductions
Including

Cloth
Silk
Linen

Suits
Dresses

A few Coats, Capes and Novelty
Garments, Waists and Sweaters

J. E. Palmer Co

I LUCKY PURCHASE

MAINE

PORTLAND

|

T. L. EVANS & CO

Children’s Shoes

I • A FEW WEEKS ago we made a lucky

WAIT A MOMENT HERE

purchase of 250 pairs of CHILDREN’S
SHOES, sizes 5 to 11 in Black and Dark
Brown, Goodyear Stitch Soles of solid
I ; leather. Today these Shoes áre worth
I $1.00. and $1.25 more per pair--but our
policy is Quick Sales and Small Profits,
and we áre going to pass this Bargain to
i you at a Saving of One-Third Less than
the price today.
I

BEFORE LEAVING

SOMETHING

WE HAVE IN THIS STORE

Clothing and Furnishings for
MEN AND BOYS

C. A. Benoit

T. L. EVANS & CO
BIDDEFORD, ME.

FOR SALE

Tqp wood for sale, S., E. Littlefieldj Wells' Branch.
8-28-19 3t.

R e b u i Id 1 n g

Marble Block

Biddeford

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

Tires

The rebiilding of tires is no longer an experiment..
Any tire with the tread* worn off and of fairly s®i^j^ody
can be rebuilt and give from 3,000 to 5,000 extra miles.
Send in all your bld tires. We will carefully inspect
them. If it is possible to rebuild them to give satisfac
tory mileage, we will do so.
Our prices are lower than any other tire rebuilding
concern. We also carry a full line of rebuilt tiresjn stock.
Tires and tube vulcanized at reasonable price.

147 Main St.
Biddeford, Maine

TIRE AMD TUBE VULCANIZING
We call and deliver for tires and tubes.

280 Hain Street,

Tel. 490

Biddeford

♦3*

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNËBUNK, MAINE
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M ODD FELLOWS CELEBATÈ
Hinckley
•11of laiighs,1 feature? the humor and
Freeman.
farce of America’fe big business.Çolç
I Great Field Day Promised on
Googins.
While the “Lass
Monday
or,” best knowit as PINAFORE,
Titcomb.
crowns .the musical events with its
Hill.
special appeal to the-comedy ot.
x
There áre going to bé high jinks
Percy .
Vacation days are drawing to a English life.
.
, -,
Rogers—bye Theodore Cousens. 'at Kennebunk Beach next Monday
close and winter—the time of Finally, as full • measure and
—Nattlie when the/ Odd Fellow's hundreds ;
Bye—Miss Thompson
1
greater seriousness—must be pre- - Ovvi
overflowing,
Rev. Dr. S. Parkes
iivwins,
'
! strong, ...with their wives ap'd chil; Rogers./
pared for. Let the first step be a (jaUUKUl,
Cadman, «11
an international charac- . The tennis tournament which is
' dren and sweethearts and friends
Bÿe—-Ned Hinckley--Leon Hicjts
caréful study of,the contents of the x....
ter, lecturer, speaker, and
and ChrisChris being held at the play , ground has
from Biddeford, Saco, Old .Orchard
-, i 2nd Round y
“Big Brown TentV of the Commun tian gentleman, will be heard in resulted according to the last re
Kennebunk add* all of the “other
You will find;,,Every Intimate Furnishing fority Chautàu^uas coining to Kenne his “A Re-Created World,” and his port as follow. The last of the Wakefield f surrounding towns will'invade the
,
bunk for a week’s study, enter lecture' alone-will, richly repay the matches afe expected 7to be finish Blank
MAN and BOY---Just what is wanted for
village and spill over all along the
Cole
tainment, and instruction.
individuali outlay for the wliole ed, by Labor Day.
bpach in the biggest' field day that
Gobgins.
Chautauqua
Course.
, The offerings of thé Çhautàiiqua
LABOR DAY—for CHAUTAUQUA WEEK—
Preliminary Round / ; /; Hill.
hks ever been; held' jatound; the
are splendid^sjgn posts on the road Kennebunk - wants this year’s . H. C, Wakefield—Joseph Cole/*/
Western part of the eburity.
Rogers
EVERY DAY. ‘ HERE ybu will find thezPEAK
to accomplishment.- We know Chautauqua to /bey a success to the D. M. Small—Robert Lord
Of course the clam bake is going
from experience7 that each; of the end that we may have this Univer Elizabeth Hinckley—Dr Ferris. Rogers
to
be
one
of
the
big
events
of
the
Blank.
numbers on-the Chautauqua pro sity of Knowledge and Entertain
of Summer VALUES - The RIGHT thing at the
day, with the good things/which'the
gram contains Values for every ment here again for the coming W. S. Titcomb—Chas. Goodnow.
3rd Round, ’ . 5. .
Miss
Jameson
—
Mr.
Freeman.
member of this community. And years.• Heads up! Let .u& all do
' Only match Hill—Rogers won hÿ .expert. clambake chef is accustom
Right
PRICES—for the AUTUMN and the
ed ¡th pdf down amid the steaming
E. W. Wyatt—Walter Cole.
that a holder' of the course ticket qiir part to sustain the work!
. Hill.
e
Elsie
Roberts
—
Alvan
Gobgins.sea
weed.
Each
person
is
expect

L will be sure òf getting the new and
WINTER days to come.;
Catherine Clark—Roland Hill.
ed^ to provide himself with a drink
broader field view of many essen'
Mary
Coje
—
Fred
Percy.
: tials for the equipment qPthik new CHAUTAUQUA BOX LUNCHES.
Shampooing, Manicuring, Facial ing cup.
Miss Krall—John Rogers.
WE ARE READY NOW./
/'world of the after-the-war. Read1
In case that the day should be
Massage,Scalp Treatment, and stormy
the offerings. Do you know that
1st Round.
the tiékets will be redeem-::
Chautauqua offers you ¿intelligent Arrangements have been practi Wakefield
Chiropody» Rdoni*22 Masonic Bldg. ed within thirty days by the treas
and ' helpful service ?-^-judicious cally completed for the packing Small.
PHONE 894-M, Biddeford,tMd. .< urer, Will S. Gilpatric of Kenne
counsel on questions and problems and distribution of thé box lunches
bunk.
of the day?—an infinite variety of, which will be put on sale during
, The program is- as follows:
definite and specified culture?.— the Chautauqua week by the mem
. 10.30—Ball game.. Kennebunk
Kennebunk
Maine
and clean and healthful amuse bers; of the W. C. T, Ù. for the ac
lodge vs.; Saco lodge. ,
ment?
commodation of the out of tbwh
, 12—Dinner. Baked clams, frankAs we go to 'press it is mot .yet visitors. All of the lunches'- are
furts, potatoes, corn, coffee. Pa
too late to avoid : regrets—to pro to be put. up in boxes of standard^
per plates to be furnished; Indi
cure a ticket for the course, and /size and,each will have a list show
viduals to bring drinking cups, J
thus get something that will make ing the kinds of edibles contained
/ 1 p. m.—Tug of war. Teams
you happy every time you recall in the box. Everything is accep
from different lodges.
Chautauqua in the coming ypar. table,. either put up as seperate
í
1.30 p, m.—Potato race for meq.
You can help to save your own dis lunches or in bulk to be combined
Í.45 p. m,—-Pótát0 race for wom
appointment and that of those With Other contributions. Arrange
en.
neighbors who will wait tò séé “if meatsi will also bp made to supply
, 2 p. m.—100 yard dash for men
you go,” by g'etting into the ticket hot tea for' those who Wish it and
2.10.'p. m.7—100 yard dash for
line now.
it is advised that thermos bottles
women.'
by the visitors when
sb
»
In Kennebunk, Mr. C. Clarénce everbrought
2.20 p. m,—Sack race for. boj[S.
possible for. this purpose.
F Taylor, a: splendid leader, will be Sandwich fillings and fruit will be
. 2.30 p; m.-^ Thrée leg race.
¿ in ; command. He understands parti cularly/acceptable as these
' 2.45 p. hi?:—Ball, game. Laconia
I every angle of the educational-and wiH form the basis of most of the
lodge vs. winners‘of the morning
entertainment wqrk uf the, Chad-'
FOR BOYS
game.
wil1 be on ’ sale
tauqua, and wi 11 " preseht. it with WW the’ response
has been gen•4 p. m.—Swimming race.;
verve and elan. Aline Murphy
up to this time much more
Ramahsacho half at /the beach
will look after the children with food will
be Mcessary to feed the
has been engaged. There -will be
stories, games .and pageant fitted hungry throngs
With twice the
which will be here
music by aft orchestra of five pieces
to the training pf Jthe junior mind. and the _ committee
that an
at the ;hail.
.:
,
Wear built in the
The Williams’ Jubilee Singers, com even wider responsetrust
come to
prised of eightcoloréd people, giye' ’»order .to prove to thqmay'
out of town
trousers; double
the quaint touch to the mélodies Of
27TH MAINE REUNION
the yesteryear. Elsie Baker, a
seat, double knee.
popular American'contralto, noted
also for the.“sunshine of her smile”
¿y
The
27th
Maine
Regiment
hdld
Every suit guar
j~éate with
adds to the classic side of Chautheir annual. Reunion at the Farm
anteed. ,
*' tauqua’s music, and Princess Waers Club hall at Kennebunkport,
tahwaso, the Indian soprano, the
(ñocmcLF
Wednesday. The meetihg was well:
Fred
E.
Titcomb
is
taking
his
'
legendary , character and descrip
attended although the ranks had
tive dances of a vanishing race. annual vacation this week in Bo I
noticably /thinned, The; : morning ABESSE
And then the/delightful;‘skit;y“It Dany.HewiU ~over uCi!
$5. to $15.
.was devoted’tp^a business meeting
Pays to Advertise,” with its ocean
followed
by
farmers
dinner
.at
noon
K
ennebunkp
Ort
Maine
I@li
in the lower hall. There was a
quite elaborate program in the af
ternoon, including/music and an
address by Rev. Harry Trust of
Biddeford.
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Tennis
Tournament

THE ENTERPRISE SAYS TO
KENNEBUNK ANENT
CHAUTAUQUAS.

Dresser’s

The Daylight Store

The Daylight Store Knows

School Days

‘Preis’ Clothes

Enough Said—Comeand See Them

The Bungalow Shop

I

WAKEFILD,- Clothier

MjiQjSIËirîi^ldiôUSISISEE®

McLELLAN HOUSE ARRIVALS.
' ■ The following arrivals at the
Œc'Çfellan are-nbted—Mr. and Mrs.
Hoit, Albany,'N. Ÿ., and Mr.
L.'S'. Beverage, Portland, Me. This
is the. first drop;of that we’ve ever
seen at the McLellan, Mr.' and
Mrs. Hoit motored thru from the
banks .of the Hudson, and report
thé roads., and the ebuhtry-side at

-

their best. From Kennebunk the
Hoits will continue the journey to
POlaand Springs.
Thursdays arrivals at the Mc
Lellan—Mr. and Mhs.* C. A. Shef
field, Florence, Mass., Mrs. S. H.
Boardman, Mr. H. H. Clark, Bos
ton, Mass,, Mr. A. A, H. Gauss, Rew
York. This, Was an auto ’ party

held up by a broken spring—had
to be Welded befóte they could
move on. And so the day was
spent looking- over the* beauty and
history of Kennebunk. Then for
the evening/ came Mr. E. B. Brown
Of Haverhill, Mass., Mr. M. C.-Beebe of New York, and Mr. W. B.
Cross of Denver, Colo;

on^ CíieS w
^•.CCO«

«

-GW*
É yo*
'
WILLIAMS' JUBILEE SINGERS
Eight colored folks who will appear on the first day of Chautauqua in a concert of darky tunes and grand
old melodiös.

07'

cents
tVe weatber.

’ToWee®0*

MSI
iféÎÉS fl I ! Í

SCENE FROM^.'IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE”
This great American farce comedy Will be given on the fifth evening of Chautauqua with Wm. J
Miss Jean Brae, and eight other New York playerp

Keighley,

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

West Kennebunk

Political Advertisment.

WHO SHALL BE OUR NEXT spoils. The war demonstrated
CONGRESSMAN AND WHY SO. that the old parties invited all perMrs. Sarah Noble , takes excep
ontinue rom age, ne
¡sons who agreed with their doer
tion to the statement which, recent
....
trines, or accepted their-party
ly appeared in one ot ine Boston filled with
aspirations to write a
x. • j -x. .. .
newspapers that a certain woman ‘Twenty Years
in Confess." In ¡.wh%^ sympathized with their
in vs o m é back woods town .^her words, he is not a hack poli- sneral,Scramble, to join their
Shelves and Counters Are Loaded with the Most Needed
a
is the only living grandaughter of
The Lodge, the Borah, and ' ranks, and thus( put on a fine apthe Revolution.- Mrs. vNoble is. tTcian.
the
JohnSOn
type.
1
| pearance of democratic hospitality. |
herself a. descendant of one of the
Accessories for the Intimate Toilet and the Daily Necessaries
In th&sequence of events, ÿoüthj ¿ut those who could . not or
soldiers, who fought in that war,
and ah open mind will have much
,,
.
'■ x - xü- ' _x--. /
her grandfather having been*bri- Ito
do in forming the future De”ot
■«>« Particular
vate Samuel Hodgdon who served mocracy of the World. And, if Mr. thin£ the P*rty stood for, Were
in the army of the Colonies for
applies thé same method off never received^—or, jf received,
1 seven years. At- the close of the Beedy
interpretation to the duties of Con were put out as soon as found out;
war he came to Eliot, where hie gressman
that he did to his activi and thus it. came to pass that only
married and brought up his family
Has Every Drink and Flavor for the SUMMER THIRST
as a student, his-election might, a fraction of anymation was ever
Although Authentic records aré ties
cohcéiyed as inevitable."
lacking hexis s,aid to have died at béThere
are thousands df nien, included in any party. The party
Remember—-There is Labor Day on the Way. You
the age of about 60 years. His women
and
children irfYork Coun was arprivateijlstitution controlled!
widow, however, lived.to the ad
who have a vital interest in the by a few who could agree together,
vanced age of 93/ Mrs.' Noble ty*
will want Perfect Créant for the Table
bf the Member of Con instead pf a power for simple hu-|
comes from a patriotic family, one presonality
to be seated next year in the
of her brothers haying served in gress
betterment. nAdf while the.
place of *,Hon. Louis B. Qoodall;' man
the Mexican War and pther less and
leaders were always talking about
there
are
millions
more
closely connected relatives having
“republicanism,” or “democtatism”
the United States as
taken part in all of the wars in throughout
a universal “good thing,” when
whose
salvation
or
perdition
may
which the United States has been depend upon the sagné choice. The the' time came to put the rules of
PAUL LE^E ELLERBE
involved. Mrs. Noble who will be burden of every Member of Con the organization into practice, one
Mr. Ellerbe will speak pn the third
74 on her next birthday in Novem gress in the coming years is the found ndt a public institution at
Is the PLACE to Order it NOW—to Get it THEN
afternoon of Chautauqua on /‘Ameri
ber is smart and spry, and West joÿ and hopefulness of the world— all, but a prvate circle.
Kennebunk will undoubtedly • be |*pr the bitter medicine of hopeless
The war ha; shown us how re can Citizenship." He was formerly
able to boast of a real grandaugh- failure for Democracy. Therefore, publican and democrat can unite Chief U. S. Naturalization Examiner.
KENNEBUNK,
MAINE
ter of the Revolution for many unless
the best interests of the world
ignorant sérvants are allow fo*
years to coipe.
- noW we wa.nr, them.to be able aS
ed
to
follow,
the
scum
of
party
poli

While one may find farms scat
shoulcT be melted from the çon- f' tely to £nte./ the Congress of the
tered all over the country, Which ties
United States and. state the will of.;
science
of every voter and thiis let the
are unique through the propaga the stream
inhabitants of the world as
of
honest
bpinon
rijii
tion: of some unusual form of ani thru it undefiled.
Vney might do in any other busi
mal or vegetable life, there is one The nian who would ask the ness in which all men have an
here whi^h is the equal, from the voice of York County to select him honest righiXo be heard.
standpoint of the uncommon, of asyjts
prophets- of the. future are
Representative in Congress theThe
ypung men of the world—the
any in the United States. Up near ought to
haye
the
mind
and
heart
Considerable excitement was oc Number 10 there is a skunk farm of a really great man—he must'be same who "Won the war, and the
casioned on Wednesday night by and one run by a woman, Mrs. R. able to think harder, feel more basis’ of their right to be heard
Thomas,, at that. For several keenly, apply himself rriore unre- shall be youth and right service
the brilliant illumination o? the W.
years Mrá. Thomas has tyeen raisonly, Let us get rid of men Who
a u d itorium of the Unitarian ng young skunks which have been servedly than Congressmen have' have been, are, making a business
usually done in the century we of politics. These are those who
church. One of the agitated ob caught wild and domesticated. As have
existed as. a Nation. All time
The reliability of tune-tested service expresses it
servers was barely restrained from sqon as the kittens are caught the has afforded but few opportunities would evoke hidden discord above
self clearly in our shop. Our Hats for youth and
turning in a fire alarm while an scent bag is removed by a simple —-so ^deeply significant and so ex thq sound of silenced guns; Let
’ of this Union answer with the
age are charming examples of that style and
other insisted that the proper operation and thereafter there is ceptional. for the revelation of thé ■as
whole magic an;d .redeeming power
no. trace of the disagreeable odor,
thing to do was to notify the sheriff characteristic of the ‘wood pussies’ mind and heart in the business of df yoUng men! Let us "get rid of
moderation of price prevailing throughout. the
One man skinned his hands and The skunks/make splendid pets, be world-reconstruction.
-whole of our Business career. Visit us. You
’ Today our eÿës are staring fixed the crowds , that are gathered in
tore his pants trying to climb one ing not only pretty animals but of ly at new things—the unanswer Congress by the odor of the game—
will not be yet, to late for summer—be just in
of the elm- trees to an advantage most exemplary habits and ex able questions of the future—the the spoils of the^chase! Let us
affectionate. Jhéy ‘are impatient and presumptuous de have in pljace of this crowd another
tim^to see the “ What Now?” for Fall and Winter.
ous view point. Some one forgot tremely
among the most intelligent of all mands of the present. As we have which shall reveal the meaning and
to turn out the lights when locking 'of the small animals and quickly
CAPTAIN PAUL PERIGORD.
grown to be the most inquiring of ihe essence and glory of the one
up the church.
learn to answer to their names. peoples, our( Representative njuèt ness of MANKIND!
Extensive repairs are being Théy«are very useful around gar be the mpst positive—albeit with
den^,’ having voracious appetites distinctness of' concept, clean-cut
made on the home of Mr. and Mrs. and
destroying
enormous
quanti- reasoning,
j •
n
u i •
j
1
i
Vili llg, dilli
and duLILL
strict 1UE1V
logic—dilli
hnd
Wm. Tomlinson in Fletcher st.
ties of all kinds of bugs and worms. lthe aii_r0Und quality of business
Maine
Kennebunk,
«Morgan & Spiller report that There are many visitors at the J/sense. Add to this only worth as
they are having all of the electric farm who. come either to buy ani- )\ a citizen and we have the man.
work that they can take care of mats or from curiosity. /■;.
The last decade elaborately' dis
Remember an estimate on in iproves many conclusions that were
and that they have orders booked stalling
electricity in your home
quite a period ahead. They costs ypu . nothing. Why not .in good precedents for moonspot
TIRE A.ME) TUBE for
theories; and- we must now look to
have recently completed installa quire?
Morgan & Spiller
men who will endeavor to substi
tion of wires in the house of Mau Tel. 106-13.
Kennebunk. tute social covenants more in .har
rice Costellow in Fletcher street
mony with the maturer ebneeptioh
Plant fully equipped with latest and most efficient
of their relation between men and
and the Fiske house in Storer st.
man. We have lately changed oiir
They have also been making ex
minds with regard to Adam and
tensive changes and additions to
Eve; reflection has .Caused dA:to
Promptness of delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. the system at Laudholm Farm.
reverse an earlier judgment—iriEaton Crane & Pikes stationery Miss Irene Pickard of Boston, tellectlial honesty should prompt
M. IVI. XO0BINS
Mass.,
is
spending'a
week
at
Mrs.
us to publish the new opinioff. .
sold by Fiske the druggist on the Susie Matthew’s.
Water Street, ’
z
Kennebunk iscorner.
Then, newspapers, irrespective
Adv
Miss Edith Bragdon is passing a of previous conditions of servitude»
part of her vacation at Bangor, should picture the individuality,
Maine..
personality, and works of the citiJudging by theh present outlook, 'zen who assumes to serve—give us
we may expect an early fall,' and a the things which have shaped the
cold winter. One unfailing sign life of the candidate—the domi
is the recerit arrival of the Fall nant traits of his character. To
and Winter Sale Catalogues.
the mind of this day, there is little
' M.r and Mrs.' Arthur Hamilton comfort of faith and Ipss chanri of
of Pittsfield, Mass., were Sunday belief in the argument that a York
visitors at Mrs., Warren Little County man should be sent to Con
field’s.
gress in 1920 because precedent so
, Sunday afternoon service and has ordained. It is here a ques
Friday evening prayer meetings tion of man—and neither place, or
are held at the school house, Div. party..
No. 4, weekly, conducted by Rev. “Diligite justitiam, qui judicatis
John Grace of Ogunquit. Mr. terram,” Love justice ye that.be
Grace is a fine speaker and has al iudges of the earth.” And that is
ways some thing interesting to say. -exactly the place our next. Con
Miss Marion Kimball was a Ken gressman will be sitting—in the
nebunk visitor, on Tuesday last. seat of those who will be called
Earle R. Moody, who has been, in upon to udge the earth.” So far
the service for, fifteen mdnths, has as precedents may go, we are Stand
MISS ELSIE BAKER
receiveil an honorable discharge ing oh the shore of a desert island
■' Miss.Baker is not only noted for.being one of the most popular American
and is at home Tit present.
—ho nation,'pepole, or tribe, has contraltos,
but also for the “sunshine of her smile." She will appear,^n the
F. H. Fisher and Warren Little ever been on these sands before.
afternoon of Chautauqua assisted by Willem i Duriepx,^ cel list and
field are working at Kennebunk-* For which rfeason We want meh secondBlanche Barbot, pianist.'
'
port,
in Congress who are not burdened
Remember an. estimate >-on in with all the failings with which-we
stallingelectricity in your , home are familiar—the view of whsit is
(josts you nothing. Why not in expedient fr^m the standpoint of
quire?
Morgan & Spiller
party, of traditions and precedents
Tel. 106-13.
'
Kenji ebunk. which fetter manjike the shackle^
Miss Katherine McCarthy and of the slave. We Want Congress
’Miss Fannie Ronan of Salem, Mass men who will pot oftly seek what is
have been spending their vacation expedient from the sjtandpoint of
with Mrs. Eldeh Kimball. .
those institutions and organiza
tions which make up society as we
glimpse it today: but also what is
expedient from the standpoint of
that democracy which seeks to
make the world Safe for humanity.
Miss Winifred Dyer has been the In other words, this world is man’s
guest of her aunt Mrs. Charles N. world—these men and women all
Clark. She returned Tuesday to about us are the heirs of .the world
—the passing hours are a part pf
her'home in Portland.
man’s eternity—the place upon
Kennebunkport.
,
1 The marriage of Miss' Helen which we stand is holy ground.
We have a few odds and ends—SUITS—You may have
Emery and Ralph Smith at North Men are here!—therefore* we have
Berwick by C. A. Rush, is announ no right jp assume anything but
for $ 10.OO-These are valued at from $20. to $25.
ced. Miss Emery was a feather in ' uie world-point of view. Man is
one of the Berwick schools for; here!—therefore We must not
think of any class, color,'party, not
some years.
of Maine, not of America, but of
men. ¿Man is here!—therefore We
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS have ’no right to compromise;«: nr
Everything for Man and Boy at prices we know cannot be
equivocate or bargain—no "right to’
The following deeds were re adapt oiir, polities simply to the
duplicated outside of our stock. Our Odd Suits are in differ- | corded
at the Registry of Deeds conditions as. /we saw them yes-'
Alfred, during the last wzeek.
terday. We must lift our eyes to;
Alfred—Hersey, Mary A. to,Wil the vision of today—we must urient sizes. Good for any season.
liams, Susie C.
ston our ears to the whisper of. the
Eliqti—Hall, Reginald E. to Spin still small voice—we must open
ney, Annie 0. F. $309.
our hearts to the incoming of ’uni
North Kennebunkport—Breault, versal love of men; we must stand
Hervule to Breault, Anna.
fast by Verity and right absolute—
Kennebunkport—Coit, Wilbur A. by the unsurrendered and the unto Heath, George A.
surrenderable' ideal.
Fuller, Mary L. to BoWdoin, John How-this great thought—WorldW.
Democracy, changes the whole as
- Wells—Tripp, Mae U. to Bra- pect of our problem of life. The i
dpen, Mary L. et al.
war has shown us the factors from
PRINCESS WATAHWASO '
standpoint of which we are to
I
153 Main 'Street, .
Biddeford, Maine
| Have you tried Page & Shaws the
This Penobscot Indian maiden’s name means “Bright' Star," whiclr she
decide how 'the Atypical political
is. She has a well trained soprano voice, arid will appear on the fourth
I
I Scotchee, butter scotch 20c pkge. party stands in a nation as the truly
evening^of Chautauqua, in a program consisting of Indian songs, legends and
at Fiskes drug store on the corner. representative of a certain kind of descriptive dances.
Adv doctrine, or a certain habit of mere

BOWDOIN’S

BOWDOIN’S SODA FOUNTAIN

BOWDOIN’S

MRS. tí. H. DAVIS’

LOCAL NOTES

Forecast of-Autumn, Fashions 1

Mrs. N. H. Davis
VULCANIZING

MOODY, MAINE

Electric Vulcanizers

|

I

To Wind Up Our Great

i

| CLEARANCE SALE |

Li Buy a Suit
Bed- H
I
Rock Bargain
|

M$io.ooO|
r

Rl

II American
Clothing
Supply
Co.
|
■.■
.
.
-1

Wells Branch
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CLAIRVOYANT

is large, development perfect and spring Mr. Clark saved his crop ning grade. The $nds raised are ODYSSEUS AND THE FALL OF
TROY
flavor unexcelled. In every par on one night by keeping forty wood Greenboro, Crosby, Champion and
fire
smudges
burning
through
his
Carmen,
all
free
stone.
By
Padraic
Colum
ticular the fruit equals that com orchard from midnight until five ! There are also a considerable
On Thursda
Here is a little work we would
such that frequent cultivation so iing front the most renouned locali o’clock in'the morning. Another number of pear trees on the place, like to sée iïr the hands -of. every
Friday, Saturday.,
pulverizes the surface as to almost ties
■
of the North West except that very important labor, and one' but they are not as yet in full bear- pupil of the K. H. S. this, winter.
of each week? I
completely prevent evaporation ;experts pronounce the flavor su which is entirely neglected by thej ¿ng.
We take it that riiqst of our High
3 0 7 Sanfords
from thé sub-soil and to thus re perior. To be sure this fruit does ordinary farmer is/I"
¿he thinning I Mr. Clark is a genial host and School graduates will not reach a
Trust Co., Bldg./
tain sufficient moisture to èlimi- not equal in size the v efiormous out of the blossoms/.•- Mr. Clark delights to show visitors over hi^ point in their study of the litera
Sanford.
nate the necessity .of irrigation, fruit of the warm California val removes at least three .fourthsof | farm. He is never too busy to bx- ture of the world where they can
.fourthtFof
Monday, Tues-f
which is one of the large items of leys, but These monstrosities are the blossoms onallofhis different I plain his work-and describe the read either thé Odyssey’or the Iliad
day, Wednesday
expense âmong the Western fruit simply <Jisplay frehks, with woody kinds, of trees thus throwing al/methods ernptoyed arid .the difficul- in Greek. Mr,? Colùm has combined
of each week.« |
ranchers. The location possesses and unpalatable tissue. The ap of the? strength , of the tree into I ties which have to be overcome in Hosier’s masterpieces in one vol
• KENNEBUNK
another advantage jn that it is ples fiom Mr. Clark’s trees have those that are left. The result js successful fruit culture.. A visit:
336 Main St.f
visit ume of English translation and
comiiletely surrounded by woods the zest and tang which the sharp that more perfect fruit develops to the
4’u" farm is a delightful' experi thus made an eilchanting narra
Biddeford, Maine?
SPECIAL
—which serve as a wind break as Cold „of. the New England winter and breakage of the limbs is large ence. In the midst of thé trees tive of the adventures of Odysseus
Hours: 1 to 9 P. Mi
well as holding up the temperature puis into the sap and they fairly ly eliminated. As, a result of the, stands an old fashioned farm on his way back to Ithaca after
and thus preventing damage from melt in the mouth like honey from most extreme care in this work Mr. house, coverèd with woodbine to the fall /bf Troy, as well as the
spring frosts.
the comb. A single specimen will Clark’s entire output grades fancy the very ridgepole. The trees stories of Menelaus, Helen, Nestor,
Encouraged by his success in ap fill a whole room with spicey fra and No, 1 throughout, With only a stretch in every direction, apple, Achilles, and Telemachus. This
pear, plum and cherry. c Through work is for young peoplé and this
OF THE
ples Mr. Clark bégàn experiment grance.
small percentage of culls.
ing in other fruits, gradually add i While Mr. Clark is fortunate in Next to apples plums are. the the leaves gleams the most wonder youth’s Homer is at once “intimate
ing peaches, plums, cherries and'{having located on land eminently most important of Mr. Clerk’s ful play- of colors, red's blending and spirited.” The writer of this
pears. In all of these he has been*, fitted for „„„
___ _ „
fruit propagation
it must crops. The varieties which he into orange, orange verging into review holds himself a judge of the Matinee, Children 15c.
Why Go Through Life Unhappy? j
equally fortunate and he has en-1 not be thought^ that fruit raising cultivates are Burbank, Abun- yellow, and so on through a riot of fact—he, once-upon-a-time, made
Adults 20c
Do you wish to gaimyour heart*£larged his orchard until he now consists Solely in setting out the dance, Red June, Italian Prune; shades down to the deepest pur a scenario of the OdySseÿ from Eyenings, 20c and 25c
désiré ? If so, come to me without?
has between 800 and 900 trees of young trees and watching them Lombard and Bradshaw,
These ples. The heavy fruit hangs in which a fine film wag made in
~
delay ; I positively guarantee to ac>?
WAR TAX INCLUDED
these various kinds and different grow. The trees need as constant are now just coming' irito season thick clusters curving the slender Milan, Italy. Macmillan Company
cOmplish speedy results or money
ALSO
branches
like
.stretched
bows.
Even
varieties. During the last two or and scrupùlbus care as hot house and the trees are loaded with the
of New York publishes the book,
refunded. I have helped many
the
numerous
props
fail'
to
hold
three years he has set out many plants. The ground must be con purple, red and yellow fruit.
and Mr. Willy Pogâny of Ogunquit,
others. > Why not you ? (
new tress which have not yet come stantly cultivated, not only to con These varieties include both the the tips of the trailing limbs from Maine, presents it.. Dd read A it.
is what we make ite are you
dragging
along
the
ground.
The
to bearing, the age in New England serve the moisture but also to pre eating and preserving kinds.
SEPTEHBER 3-4
You will be richly compensated;
willing tb stand still in your same
luSciousness
of
the
peaches
and
the
being about six years, at which vent any drain of plant food from There are over a hundred cherry
“old rut of. disappointment,” ' of
fruit in quantity is sets on young the roots, into other vegetation. trees on the farm, the crop now be plums would have tempted a me
have you the moral courage to
diaeval
monk
who
had
foresworn
trees, about two years later than Tn Spraying, in the case of apples ing some weeks past. These in
reach out? for success and. let nié
IN
in the West. On the other hand three to four times a year and in clude Early Richmond, English all temptations of the flesh, to be-!
help yoù. There is in the realms
the producing life of the tree here the other kinds less frequently, Morrells and Montmorency, This come a sybarite.
of nature’a cure for everything, if
is much longer than in the Rogue must be carefully attended to, not year Mr. Clark adopted a unique Mr. Clark is a thorough, believer CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
we'but know where, to find, it, and
River belt for apples, and through only to exterminate insects but al method of advertising his cherries in the personal equation in the
‘how to apply it. If you are .worried
out the various sections of the so to destroy fungus growths. and at the same time saying him marketing of his fruit and, as a Sunday morning service at 10.30 PROGRAM WEEK OF SEPT. 1-6. or troubled and do not. know which
gountry adapted to other kinds of Trimming is one of . the most im self the work of picking them. Re result, almost all his output now Wednesday evening service at Tuesday—Bryant Washburn in way- to. go^jli can advise and help
portant things not only to cut out organized cherry - picnics among goes to the retail trade. The sum 7.45. Everyone is cordially in* “VERY GOOD YOUNG MAN”
fruit.
you or, the right road, without .ask
Houdini in the 5th episode of
Mr. Clark has not confined him surplus wood and suckers, but in the summer visitors, allowing his mer people. flock to his place and vited to attend.
ing a single question I will tell you
“THE MASTER MYSTERY”
self to a narrow range in varieties. ordér to so shape the tree so that visitors to pick what they wanted the reputation of his crop is ex-1
exSbtly what you wish to know, who
METHODIST CHURCH
Wednesday and Thursday
He has the following kinds of ap lit will sustain the weight of a and to pay for them about one half tending all along the Atlantic
•you can trust, and who your ene
Elsie Ferguson in
ple trees now bearing Baldwins, heavy crop without breakage of the the market price. It made a great coast. His principal clientel lies The pastor found.-the audience
mies are; in fact, I readyôürïife
Ito
be
very
inspiring,
and
helpful,
at
“
THE
AVALANCHE
”
Northern Spies, Wolf Rivet, North limbs. ' Care must be used in the hit among the shore cottagers.
in New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
like .an open book.
western Greenipg, Weathley and selection of just the right fertili The most beautiful sight in the New York and Connecticut, bût he the^ morning service last Sunday. Sennett Comedy—-“No Mother to
Guide Him”
Everything strictly confidential.
Yellow Transparent, all fall fruit. zers and plant foods to make up orchard at this time is the peaches, is shipping even as far as Florida. Many strangers were present. A
Readings $1.00 to all. Remember
Friday—Bert Lytell in
Those which develop early are any deficiency in the soil. In the the fruit peeping like topazes and His latest inovation consists in cordial invitation is extended to all
the days and hours.
/
the Astrakan, William’s Favorite spring the mercury in the ther- rubies through the emerald green canning andpreserving of different to come and worship with us next
“NO MAN’S LAND”
and Duchess. Both the early and moirieter must be carefully watch-, of the foliage. These, like his varieties, on orders, and he already Sunday, as the other churches will Marie Walcamp in 8th episode of Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 336
“THE RED GLOVE”
late fruit grade fancy and No. 1, éd and the buds protected when the i other "kinds, all grade fancy qnd has booked a large number of or be closed. Service at 10.30? with
Main, St., Biddeford, Thursday, Ffi
sermon, subject,—“Diging In” of
Saturday—Edith Roberts in
with scarcely any culls. The size temperature drops too low. This | No. 1 with very few left for can- ders for fall delivery.
day, Saturday of each week at Sag
“Going Over The Top.”
“THE LOVE SWINDLE”
Ford Weekly ford Trust Co. Bldg., Sanford. Re
Sunday school at the noon hour, Currents Events
and evening service at 7. o’clock. See Great Wild Beast Fights in member the days. Hours >T to9
There was a quiet wedding at the
“TARZAN”
daily.
-,
parsonage, on Wednesday evening
the contracting parties being,
Frank L. Dyer and Miss Gladys
Pierce, both of Kennebunk. They
Then hear
were unattended, and the double
ring service was used. J They have
“It Pays to Advertise”
«
<
their house already for housekeep- '
Given by a complete cast of New York players, including W. J. Keighley
ing, on Pleasant St,, where they
and Miss Jean Brae.
will be at home to their friends,
Fifth Evening REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA.
after the first of September. ‘
The pkstor has been engaged to
officiate at two weddings next
week, all.of the people being from
but of town.
The W. H. M. S. and the W. F. M.
Then hear
S. were entertained at the home of
“Pinafore*'
Mrs. Platt, Saco Road, on Thurs
With J. K. Murray. Full cast, chorus and orchestra.
day afternoon, some going by aùto,
and some by electrics, where they
Third Evening REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA.
enjoyed the afternoon in study,
social chat, and in making plans
for the future, concluding the day
with à picnic lunch.
CLARK’S FRUIT FARM.
Continued from Page One

Acme
Theatre

Labor Day Only, Sept. 1st

PROF

FLINT f

Clairvoyant and Spirit Medium

Wednesday and Thursday

CHURCH NOTCES

Elsie Ferguson

“The Avalanche”

Do You Enjoy a Good Laugh?

Socket-Fit Shoes
are different from other

Do You Enjoy Comic Opera?

Shoes

and the results are more

BENEFICIAL

Do You Enjoy the Best Music?
Then hear

Elsie Baker Concert Company
Elsie Baker, the most popular American contralto; Willem Durieux,
cellist; Blanche Barbot, pianist.
Second Afternoon REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA.

You Will Enjoy
Williams’ Jubilee Singers
Eight colored folks in Darky melodies.
First Afternoon and Eve REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA.

REST
YOUR
EYES
Your vision may be fairly good and
yet— glasses worn temporarily—will
afford your eyes relief and comfort.
Let us make up a pairof of “rest
glasses” for you.

LITTLEFIELD ;

And

Princess Watahwaso
Indian Maiden, in songs, stories and dances, assisted by flutist and pianist
Fourth Evening REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA

Optometrist and Optician
CRYSTAL ARCADE
BIDDEFORD

Falling of the ArchesCorns
Callouses
Bunions
Holes in the Stockings

Marble Block Shoe Store
P. A. Ledoux, Proprietor

Biddeford,

The Instructive Features of the Big Week Are Important
Bhaskar Hivale

S. Parkes Cadman
One of the World’s Greatest Orators.
“A Re-created World.”

Ralph B. Dennis
U. S. Vice Consul at Moscow during the Revolution.
“Russia and the Bolsheviki.”

Bree S. Kelly
America# Red Cross Nurse. Two years’ over
seas experience on Western Front/
“The Public Health.”

Capt. Paul Perigord
»

Of the French Army,
“The Frontier of Freedom.**

Paul Lee Ellerbe
Formerly Chief U. S. Naturalization Examiner.
“American Citizenship.”

Montraville Wood
Scientist and Inventor.
Demonstrations of the “hearing torpedo,” gyro
scope and other modem inventions which helped
bring success to the Allies.

r

A Native of India,
“What About India and the World Events?”

A. Eugene Bartlett
Subject: “The Joy Maker.*’

H. L. Fogleman
>

Business Expert. Lecture specially for business
men and their employees.
“The Winning Man.”

Henry G. Hawn
Literary Lecture^
“The Soul of Things.1

Junior Chautauqua
The Junior Chautauqua will be better thaft. ever this year. The Supervisor will be another one of those
young ladies who know so'well what children like and who know how to supply it. There will be stories and games
and a play written for little folks, which will be given on the last morning of the Chautauqua.
Parents! The money that goes for a child’s season ticket is well invested. In no other »way can so much
enjoyment and instruction be secured for them for $1.00.

Adults9 Season Tickets for Entire Week
Children’s Season Tickets for Entire Week

Its
toasted

$2.00 and War Tax
$1.00 and War Tax

Kennebunk, Sept. 2 to 8

LUCKY
STRIKE
cigarette
It’s toasted to in
crease the good,
wholesome flavor
of the Kentucky
Burley tobacco
A regular man’s
smoke and deli
cious!

J

Maine;

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, REÑÑEWÑK, MAINE
BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK

THE AERIAL MAIL

A winner who never quits, and
a quitter who never wins, are both
When Hawker set out to fly
sure of going broke.
across the Atlantic as a sporting
While the result of a co-opera proposition and helped chart the
tive undertaking constitutes, a mu course that will soon be plied by
tual resposibilitÿ, it always repre air carriers of work-a-day com
sents the thought of but one mind. merce, he only did what men have
However large the majority it can been doing since the people of the
have but one thought.
past have lived, and worked and
• The old, old dream of’empire— thought.
the dream of Alexander and Cæsa.r,
In countless ways science hasof Tamerlane and Genghis Kahn, is learned about climates, and pro^
It would enable Maine shippers to sell and to buy under more
but the generic throb of a warm, ducts, and customs, and civiliza
favorable conditions than at present, for transportation by water is
one-hearted empire of brothers.
tions of the past from games, and
the most economical method of conveying products of any kind. And
Big business!—How soon those sports, and plays. An entire new
shippers would have a voice in its management. Steam and sailing
swelling waves would be stilled field of investigation was opened
Vessels from all other harbors on the Maine coast could, make an in
terchange of freight at this pier without any hampering restrictions.
and quieted if we should once ap by the discovery that backgamon,
Raíl or truck shipments within thé State would be expedited and
ply to it the wisdom of Marcus as played in Burma, was also
handled at lower cost than if sent through by rail to out of state
Aurelius : “If it be not fitting, do it known to the pre-Columbian Mexi
ports for shipment. It would be a MAINE TERMINAL in every
not ; if it be not true, speak it not.” cans.
way. It would NOT be dominated by Portland. THE STATE
WOULD OWN IT. A STATE COMMISSION WOULD CONTROL IT
Did you ever notice how difficult! Decent by parachute from the
it is to keep within the compass of old-fashioned hot-air ballon used
true moderation? We are forever to inspire awesome “Ahs” from the
making a hero, or constructing a assembled thousands at the county
“best seller.” And that prevents fairs and circus grounds, but float
the mind from remaining pure, so ing to earth after “cutting loose”
ber, just.
from a gently swaying bag provid
In the final analysis, “le rat de ed a far less exciting sensation
ville et le rat des champs” are the than the sudden drop from a swift
same rodent—they are both fohd flying airplane.
.of cheese; And they inter and
The parachute of modern avia
exit thru a mighty small hole.
tion is the aerial navigator’s life
Fold aw^y your fears ; your belt. When the great British diri
friend is the one who knows all gible R-34 made its epochal trans
‘ibout you and still goes on trust atlantic flight a few weeks ago,
ing you.
one of the officers descended from
■^Tis the set of the sails, and not a height of 2,000 feet to superin
thé wind, which decides the way tend the anchoring of the craft at
we go. So ’tis the will of the mind "Tineola, Long Island.
that decides the goal, and not the
No country in the world has
end of the war.
more enthusiasti<?*sportsmen than
» Was it- Charles Dickens who America. And we note the newest
said, somewhere, “Do all the good sport in the air—transferring from
you can and make no fuss about one airplane to another while both
it?” It costs less effort to do as are speeding a hundred miles an
little as you can and let the news- hour, should furnish a thrill that
papers make a fuss about.
comes once in a lifetime. Stand
Since Helen Kellar one cannot ing on the top plane of one “ship,”
be hapny continuously even tho an aviator waits to grasps a rope
one is blind, is deaf, and is dumb. ladder suspended from another
We struggle so hard here below to nlane—a feat which was success
be unhappy.
fully accomplished recently after
This STATE PIER project has been endorsed unanimously, by
the Legislature. .Also by the Governor and the following organiza
This world is filled with souls several attempts..
tions: Maine State Board of Trade, Central Labor Union of Port
that love to earn money—there are
Invisible beams of electric
land, Auburn Chamber of Commerce, Bangor Chamber of Commerce,
mighty few who just delight in waves, conveying to passing air
Bath Chamber of Commerce, Lewiston Chamber of Commerce, Old
their work. Hence the H. C. L.
craft the names df the places from
Orchard Board of Trade, Portland Chamber of Commerce, Rockland
City Club, Skowhegan Board of Trade, Waterville Chamber of Com
We have just attended the obse- which they are projected, are de
merce.
ouies of the man who surely ended scribed as a probable aid to aerial
More than 25,000,000 people can be reached through sea-coast
the high cost of living—ceaàed navigation. This new transmitter
cities within 500 miles south. Also, direct steamship communication
living. One can really build the projects into the air a wide diver
with the important European countries will be assured. Agricul
same old mansion in the skies at gent beam, something like a search
tural and manufactured products will thus have
•
the same old price.
h'ght without the light. It will
Soon-we shall not be able to eith ’lave concentrated beams—one,
er ride or walk—shoes at $25.00 two, or more. These beams will
the pair and street cars tied up, "onvey to the man in the skies au
we can only afford to fly.
tomatically and intermittently the
There are section of our .“Land name of the place he is passing
of the Free and the Home of the over.
Brave” where the news papers fear
It wants but little imagination
to publish the Ten Command to see that a little while hence
ments—the readers consider them some thousands of names will be
too personal.
projected into the skies, so that
FUNITURE
The soldier is not likely to for whatever part of the world the air
get that he-took part in the war— plane may travel the passenger is
------ NEW SECOND HAND-----and, when-he is ready to go ever being told wherfe he is. It will be
All kinds of second hand furniture
the top, this high cost of living will as easy to tell in the skies where
bought at
have no terrors for him. Profiteers you are as to see where you are
GEO. H. P1PÉR, Prop.
Highest Prices
please copy.
when traveling in a rail-way train.
in Large or Small Lots
The outside world is to us large Thesd beams may also be equipped
ly what we make it. Even the fish to light-ships or to a buoy in fixt
If you have anything for sale telephone
or write me. Best line of new and re “QUALITY” Our Motto has more numerous types of sense and defined positions, so that when
organs than anything we possess. nne passes over the seas one may
novated furniture at reasonable prices.
And the fish can, boast superiority know exactly where one is. When
It will pay you to call.
239 Main- Street
over man with all his brain-power thnt position is developed pilots
H; Shap iro
in many , another thing—silence will no longer lose themselves,
MAINE most of all?
wherever they may Jae.
74-80 Elm St., Tel. 239-R, Biddeford BIDDEFORD
».

A STATE
PIER

SEPT.8

Cheaper Transportation

To Greater Markets

$
I

Exclusive Representatives
In Portland for

.

Awaiting Your Selection,
New Autumn Models in

La Camille, Eastcroft
and Mme. Lyra Corsets

Rawak, Vogue and
Knox Hats for Women

STATE OF MAINE

Proposed Constitutional Amendments to be Voted Upon September 8,1919
Penalty -for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an official list of
questions submitted to the electors, or a specimen ballot, fiye to one hundred dollars.
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.

Those. in favor of any, or all, of the following proposed amendments will place a cross (X)
in each, or any, of the squares marked “Yes” devoted to the amendment,-or amendments,
for which they desire to vote; those opposed will place a cross (X) in the opposite square or
squares marked “No.”
YES

AMENDMENT NO. 1
“SHALL ARTICLE SEVEN OF THE CONSTITUTION RELATING TO
PROPOSED BY A RESOLVE OF THE LEGISLATURE?”

MILITARY

BE

AMENDED

AS

It is proposed to strike out all of sections one, two, three, four and five of Article seven of the constitution and
to substitute in lieu thereof the following:.. ‘Sec. 1 All commissioned officers of the militia shall be appointed and commissioned by the governor, from
such persons as are qualified by law to hold such offices.
Sec. 2.- The legislature shall, by law, designate the qualifications necessary for holding p, commission in
the militia and shall prescribe the mode of selection of officers for the several grades.
■Sec. 3. The adjutant general shall be appointed by the governor. But ther adjutant general shall also per
form the duties of quartermaster gen eral and paymaster general until oth erwise directed by law. ■
-Sec. 4. The organization, armament and discipline of the militia and of the
"
*" thereof
military and naval' units
shall be the same a th t which is now or may hereafter be prescribed by the lawfe and regulations of the United
States; and it shall be the duty of the governor to issue from time to time such orders and regulations and to
adopt such other means of administration, as shall maintain the prescribed standard of organization, armament
and discipline;. and such orders, regulations and means adopted shall have the
... full force and effect of
_ _ the
__ _____
law.
Sec. 5. /Persons of the deno ...rations of quakers and shakers, justices of the supreme judicial court, ,minmin
isters. of thè gospel and persons exempted by the laws of the United States may be exempted from military
duty, but no other able-bodied person of the age of eighteen and under the age of forty-five years, excepting
officers of the militia who have been honorably discharged, shall be so exempted unless he shall pay an equiva
lent to be fixed by law.’
YES

NO

AMENDMENT NO. 2
“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESQLUTION OF THE LEGISLA
TURE PROVIDING FOR THE CONTINUATION OF THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE TO A PERSON OTH
ERWISE QUALIFIED TO VOTE FOR GOVERNOR, SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES,
IN
THIS
STATE, IN THE TOWN OR PLANTATION WHERE HIS RESIDENCE FÇR SUFFRAGE PURPOSES HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED, FOR A PERIOD OF THREE MONTHS AFTER HIS REMOVAL THEREFROM TO
ANOTHER TOWN OR PLANTATION WITHIN THIS STATE?”
It is proposed that the following words be inserted after the word “established” in the sixth line of section
one of -Article two of the constitution: “and he shall continue to be an elector in such town or plantation for
the period of three months after hie removal therefrom, if he continues to reside in this state during said
period;” so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows:
‘Sec, 1. Every male citizen of the United States of the age of twenty-one years and upwards, excepting paupers,
persons under guardianship, and. Indians not taxed, having his residence established in this state for the term
of three months next preceding any election, shall be an elector for governor, senators and representatives, in the
town or plantation where his residence is so established, and he shall coxitin ue, to be an elector in such town or
plantation for the period of three months after his removal therefrom, if he continues to réside in this -state dur
ing said period, and the elections shall be by written ballot. But persons In thé military, naval or marine service
of the United States, or this state, shall not be considered as having obtained such established residence by be
ing stationed in any garrison, barrack, or military place, in any town or plantation; nor shall the residence of a
student at any seminary of learning entitle him to the: right of suffrage in the town or plantation where such
seminary is established. No pei-on, however, shall be deemed to have lost his residence by reason of his.ah- snce
from the state in the military service of the United States, or of this state.

NO

YES

AMENDMENT NO. 3
“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE
PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUING OF STATE BONDS FOR THE PURPOSESOF BUILDING AND MAIN
TAINING PUBLIC WHARVES AND FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ADEQUATE PORT FACILITIES
IN THE STATE OF MAINE?”
It is proposed first: to add the following section to Article nine of the Constitution:
‘Sec. 18. The legislature may au thorize the issuing of bonds not to ex ceed the amount of one million oner
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, payable within twenty years at a rate of interest of four per centum per
annum payable semi-annually; wuich bonds shall be issued serially under the direction of the governor and
council. The jsaid bonds or their proceeds shall be devoted exclusively to the building and maintaining of public
wharves .".nd the establishment of adequate port facilities in. the state of Maine.’
Second, to add after the word “war” in the seventh line of section fourteen of article nine of the Constitu
tion as amended by article thirty-five, the following words: ‘or for the purposes of building and maintaining
public wharves and for the establish ment of adequate port facilities in the state of Maine’; so that the section,
as amended will read as follows:
‘Sec. 14. The credit of the state shall not be directl. or indirectly loaned in any,case. The legislature shall
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state, which shall singly, or in the aggregate,
with previous debts and liabilitiès hereafter incurred at any one time, exceed three hundred thousand dollars, ex
cept for the purposes of building and maintaining of state highways, to suppress insurrection, to repel invasion,
or for purposes of wrr, or for the purposes of building and maintaining public wharves and for the establishment
of adequate port facilities in the state of Maine; but this amendment shall not be construed to refer to any money
that has been, or may be deposited with this state by the government f the United States, or to any fund which
the state shall hold in trust for any 'ndian tribe.’
YES

AMENDMENT NO. 4

Established 1865

Autumn Suits are Beautiful
The Straight-line Silhouette-Continues in Vogue.With
Suit Coats Showing Long afld Gracefully Youthful Lines

Magnificence of material and superb tailoring mark the showing for especial attention, becoming
models, in great-variety, that forecast a big Suit Season for Fall and Winter. The majority of them
are very simply fashioned, depending upon designing, quality of materials and fine workmanship for
your appreciation. Some are braided at seams, others are fur trimmed, and quantities of buttons are
smartly placed on most of them.
Favored materials-ar0—
SiIvertones, Peachbloom Cloth, Velours, Gabardines, and Men’s Wear Serges, ready NOW in
Autumn shades of Maderia, Beaver, Faison,‘Pompeian, Browns,’Blues and Oxfords^
Especially pretty models for the Miss of 16 to 18 years, getting ready for school, as well as regular
and extra sizes in exclusive and novelty models gathered for early shoppers. Prices start at $45 and
go to $295.

The New Coats, in Full Wrappy Models
Suggest Comfortable Warmth as Well as Beauty in Line and Also
in Materials Used—Generous Style Assortments Ready Now!
Coats, always the ideal utility garment for fall and winter wear, seem more fascinating than
ever—gracefully fashioned of splendid fabrics, luxurious, softly-thick weaves of exceptional v^inth
and beauty:—
Genuine Camel’s Hair Polo Cloth, Cachmirtyn, Silvertip Bolivia, Tinseltone, Sparkle
Cloth, Velours, Duvetyn, Camel Cloth, Peachbloom, Caladonia Cloth, Duvet de Laine
and Marvella Cloth being favored.
New Fall Coats with snugly muffler collars, with fur collars and cuffs, many profusely trimmed with
buttons, others show novelty effects such as “shoe string” belts. Ranging in price from $55, $65,
$75 to $175.
♦

Eastman Brothers and Bancroft
Congress Street,

SPECIMEN BALLOT

Portland, Maine

“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY RESOLUTION OF-THE LEGISLATURE
PROVIDING FOR AN INCREASE IN THE STATE DEBT LIMIT?”
It is proposed to strike out after the word “exceed” in the fifth line of section fourteen of Article nine of the
Constitution,. as amended by article thirty-five the words “three hundred thousand dollars” and to insert in
place thereof the words ‘eight hundred thousand dollars,’ so that the section, as amended, will read as fol
lows:
.
‘Sec. 14. The credit of the state shall not be directly or indirectly loan ed in any case. The legislature shall
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state, which shall singly, or in the aggregate,
with previous debts and liabilities hereafter incurred at any one time, exceed eight hundred thousand dollars,
except for the purposes of buiKing aiid maintaining of state highways, to suppress insurrection, to repel in
vasion, or for-purposes of war; but this amendment shall not be construed to refer to any money that has been,
or may be deposited with this state by the government" of the United States, or to any fund which the state
shall hold in trust for any Indian tribe.’

NO

YES

AMENDMENT NO. 5
“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLA
TURE PROVIDING FOR AN INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF STATE BONDS TO BE ISSUED FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BUILDING STATE HIGHWAYS AND INTRASTATE, INTERSTATE AND INTERNA
TIONAL BRIDGES?”

It is proposed, first: to strike out the words “and maintaining of,” in the sixth line of section fourteen of
Article nine of the Constitution, as amended by article thirty-five and to add after the word “highways” in
the sixth line of said section the words: ‘intrastate, interstate and international bridges,’ so that said sec
tion, as amended will read as follows:
‘Sec. 14. The credit of the state shall not be directly or indirectly loaned in any case. The legislature shall
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state, which shall singly, or in the aggregate,
with previous debts and liabilities’ hereafter incurred at any one time, exceed three hundred thousand dollars,
except for the purposes of building state highways, intrastate, interstate and international bridges, to suppress
insurrection, to repel invasion or for purposes of war; but this amendment shall not be construed to refer to any
money that has been, or may be deposi ted with this state by the government of the United States, ‘or to any fund
which the state shall hold in trust f or any Indian tribe.’
Second: to strike out after the word “exceeding” in the first and second lines of section seventeen of
Article nine the word ‘two’ and to insert in place thereof the word ‘ten’; to strike out after the word “exceed
ing” in the third line of said section the word “four” and to insert in place thereof the word ‘five’; to strike
out in the fifth line of said section the words “and maintaining”; to add after the word “highways” in the fifth
line the words ‘and intrastate, interstate and international bridges,’ and to strike out after the word “exceed”
in the seventh line the word “two” and to insert in place thereof the word ‘ten,’ so that said section, as
amended, will read as follows:
‘Sec. 17. The Legislature may authorize the issuing of bonds not exceeding ten million dollars in amount at
any one time,-payable within forty-one years, at a rate of interest not exceeding five per ce: * m per annum, pay
able semi-annually, which bonds or th eir proceeds shall be devoted solely to the building of state highways, and
intrastate, interstate and international bridges; provided, however, that bonds issued and outstanding under the
authority of this section shall rever, in the aggregate, exceed ten million dollars; the expenditure of said money to
be divided equitably among the several counties of the sta+e.’

A B B O -T T - S

ABB-TABS
1 QUICKLY RELIEVE j

STOMACH GAS

INDIGESTION
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL*

TRY THEM ANO YOU WHE
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
1 ALL DRUGGISTS 25 4-

Do You Need Water ?
WRITE OR PHONE

Artesian Well Company of N. H.
CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
Office Corner Washington Street and Central Avenue,
DOVER,
Tel. 399-M
N. H.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

KENNEBUNKPORT

Mrs. Ralph Campbell of Port the first of a series of four stere
land, with her little daugther, lone, optican lectures on the general
is spending a week with her sister, subject Of the “Church and World
Conditions.” The pastor was as
Mrs. Otis Nunan.
A large number of people attend sisted in the’giving of the lecture
ed the Carnival at Kennebunkport by the Rev. T. W. Owens of Port Mr. and Mrs, Charles W. Bayley
land who operated the machine. are receiving congratulations on ’
last Friday evening.
Remember ah estimate on in The subject of the next- lecture the birth of a so;h, Charles W.
. : The Misses Elizabeth Wakefield stalling electricity in , your home.. will be South America^
Bayley, Jr. MrJiayley is a Wells ‘
and Julia Verrill Were given a Cos£s you nothing. Why not in At the Sunday school session a boy but for the last two years has
quire?
Morgan
&
Spiller
birth surprise party last Wddnes-:
short address was given to the been Principal of a High School in j
Kennebunk. school 'by Mr. Crogan of Newark Sheffield, Mass. With his family. I
dity afternoon by Mrs. Jennie Rid- Tel. 106-13.
lon 'at the home of Miss Elizabeth; Latest Sinnett House arrivals
•N. J. Mr. Crogan will have charge hé 4s spending hiß vacation at his I
only the two families and the pas Mrs. J. A. G. MacPhail, Earl B. bf the Sunday school next Sunday. father’s, Mr. Fred W. Bayley of
tor; Rev. Nonhan W. Lindsay, be MacPhail, Winbum MacPhail, Don The making of some minor re ’Hillside Farin.
ing present. There was also a post aid MacPhail, Katonah, N. J.
pairs'was begun on the church v Niles R. Bradeen has purchased
card shower for both of the young Edward J. Dunn, Katonah, N.- Jr, foundation and cellar under the the May Tripp place between;
people, each receiving fifty three Margaret F. Dunn, Elizabeth Dunn direction of Mr. Frank Hutchins. Wells and Ogunquit for his per*- <
jcards. Ice cream and cake were Providence; R. I. Rosemary Ter The installing of an adequate heat sonal occupancy and will move in ;
served-and a most enjoyable after hune, Frank Terhune, Boston, ing appartus is under considera at once, with his family. Mr. Bra
noon was spent by the young peo Mass., William Lord, Lewiston, Me. tion by a committee 'appointed by deen comes from Springvale. The
The regular community sing was the trustees consisting Of Mr. , Bowdoin estate, which has been in
ple. '
* '
Rev. J. Edwin Lacount of’Somer- held in the church on Friday even Frank Nunan and the Rev. N. W. the market for some time from its
'
! owner, Mrs. Bowdoin of Melrose,
ville, Mass., who is spending a va ing. Owing to the carnival at the Lindsay.
cation at his sumnrer home here, “Port” the usual crowded attend The committee, in chargé of the is- aisé rçpbrted to..,have been sold,
will give an address in the interest ance did not prevail, but /th« reception to the soldiers on Labor I The cottage of Edwin I. Littleof the returned soldier boys at the church was very well filled; In Day at the Cape, consisting of Rev. | field was struck by lightning on
Community Sing Friday evening. the absence of the regular-pianist, N. W. Lindsay, Pharaoh Perry, and Sunday night while the occupants.
_
x..
.
_
1VL13B
MiSs 1UUKW1
Muriel Trueman,
nuciuau, auu
and the
ww Mr. Luman Fletcher report good were eating supper.
The damage
Preparations are
’ leader, Miss Bacon, thq sing was in progress on the plans, and an-!was slight,- the loss sustained betoward the celebration to be held ■ ch
of the
tor> Rev Norman ndunce a stereoptican lecture on ing about $25. Mr. Littlefield filed
in honor of the retuj-ned soldiers jW Lind
^nd Mast
eharles “The Battleship Maine and the Cu a claim of loss with the insurance
on Labor Day. There will also be H£nderson
the Langsford ban War” to be given Labor Day company ,in which he supposed jt|
a lecture in the church that even-, jjbuse
night in the church by the Rev. R. to. be insured when. to his surprise,
inS’
*
The regular services of the A. Rich of Kennebunk, . The tic he discovered that he had failed to
Mrs.,Elden Tibbetts of Glouces- j church were held on Sunday and kets are twenty-five cents. , The ¿oyer the risk, although he was
ter, ■•Ma&s., is spending a vacation ’ were in charge of the pastor. In proceeds will go to the fund for the carrying plate glass insurance on
a large window.
with Mrs. Asa F. Ridlon/
j’the evening the pastor introduced reception.

WELLS

CAPE PORPOISE
I

Notwithstanding the ^absence of
RIVER CARNIVAL A SUCCESS MARGARET DELAND’S NEW many of the Cape folks in atten
dance at the water sports in Ken
BOOK.
The Water Carnival, Under the
nebunkport, . the Friday night
auspices of the Kennebunk River
“Sing” in the church was a very
Club, which is'a long-standing fea A hew work by Mrs. Margaret,enjoyable affair and was well atDeland
has
just
been
published.
ture of summer life în Kénnebunktended. It was in charge of Rev.
port, was held Friday night. It It is entitled “The Promises of Mr. Lindsay.
Alice,
’
’
and
is
à
study
of
the
New
was omitted during the years of the
Mrs. Eva Lord has entertained
< war for several good reasons—un En'gland'conscience as embodied in Mr, R. E. Lord of Waltham, Mass.,
an
otherwise
..very
natural
young
willingness to devote money to
at her cottage, The Point,. during
mere display when there were so giiT. iTarlifer in the season a large thé past week.
invojce
of
Mrs.
Deland
’
s
“
Small
many pressing calls for it for uses
in connection with the war, the Things,” . v observation .in war- Additional, guests registered dur
complete absorption of the people swept France, was put on sale in ing the week , at/the Langsford
people in various forms of war the local bookstore, and soon was House are : The Misses Charlotte,
Mimia and Gertrude Rebhols, Allswork and the absence from the carried away by interested pur tbn,
Mrs. Chester W. and
cortimunity of that enthusiastic chasers, Another of our literary Miss#Mass.,
E. Currie, New York, Mr.
young life which is so necessàrÿ to residents, Booth Tarkington, pub- F. H. C.
Martin and Mr. F. G. Stetson,
make an enterprise like the càrni- lished on the 15th of this month Brooklyn,
N. Y.
val go with a vim to the goal of ofie more study of thé life of a
success. But this season things young American, following his de Dr Clifton B. Leech 'of Fall
have become more normal. There velopment, from mid-ÿouth to <his River, Mass., returned Sunday
has been time to give to such af participation in the recent clash fr.om a three weeks’ vacation spent
fairs, money to employ in tlfem between Christian civilization and with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. S.
and, above all, the presence of Hunnish barbarism This work is E. Leech at-their summer home at
those who could and would—rather called “Ramsey Milholland” after the Cape.
did—push the project to success. its central character.* Ramsey, ■ Dr. Samuel Christie of Maynard,
So the carnival took place. It was .rather slow of Thought and speech, Mass., spent a few days last week
a most favorable night for it, mét with more than a few experi as thé guest of Rev. S. E. Leech.
hardly a bréath of air in circula- ences, perhaps amusing to tjb^obtion to ihterferè lyith the lantern ? erver but very-trying to himself,
displays. Visitors began to arrive bitt, being, headed in the right di
early by trolly and automobile, rection and with a good substratum
’some coming also" by Dobbin’s aid* of - inherited staiwartn'ess, cornés
Many of the houses along the river oqt all. right in the end and finally
were tastefully decorated with lan exhibits a sound red-blooded
BIDDEFORD
. SACO
terns, and some frequently burned Americanism. The large sta ck of
Two
Live
Stores
other light-giving , contrivances. copies of this book placed o,n sale
170'Main St
121-123 Main St
While the eritries of ambitious here a few days ago is d'windling as
floats were not as numerous as on rapidly as an iceburg approaching
some other occasions, those that the Gulf Stream. It is reported
did appear were well worthy of a that the fifty-fifth thousand of thi»
place in thé procession’s line' On story is now coming from the press
the other hand, there were proba
bly more illuminated canoes than
LOWER VILLAGE
are commonly seen, so that the dis
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best Stores for Men and Boys
play was an alluring one. The Joseph G. S. Robinson a promi
start was not made from the club nent young business man of this
house until 10.o’clock, and lead be- place died at his home Thursday
in? taken by a float bearing the, evening at his home Thursday
band which .was generous in its' evening after a very short jllnesSf.
music. As the line proceeded it His funeral was held Sunday at
presented a most attractive-pic one p. m. Rev E, A. Goodwin offici
ture, The plan was to go through ating assisted by Rev. Henry Mc
the drawbridge and make the turn Cartney. 'Two favorite selections
above that plaèe. The procession were sung by Mrs. Googins and
was held up a long time while men Mrs. Perkins. The Targe number
were desnefately trying to open the of friends and the beautiful flower
draw. They finally succeeded and tokens attested the love felt for the
the program of th« evening was deceased. This sudden death has
carried through. The bridge’; how cast a shadow over the entire Com
ever, was not finally swung back munity. He was born in this town,
into place until" 3 o’clock in the attended our schools and graduat
morning. After the parade was ed with honors. His life Work
over a dance was held at the boat called him to Mass., where, he has
club lasting until late.
been a few short years returning
here in the spring—to be connect
PUBLIC MEETING HELD
ed with the Robinson EJxpress runA public meeting was held in riing between Kennebunkport, Ken
Assembly hall of the high school nebunk, and Portland. “Joe” as
building on Tuesday evening. It he was familiarly called was loved
had been called to decide what by all; with a respectfor the old
steps could be taken for the obser as well as young -and with his
vance of the two hundreth anniver cheerful smile made friends whersary of the incorporation of the ever he lyent. He leaves to mourn
town of Arundel, which took place a loving wife and three small chil
. by vote of the Massachusetts legis dren, father, mother, two brothers
lature on the 5th of June/ 1719, besides other relatives and a host
A later date in connection there of friends. The interment was in
with is Nov. 5, 1719, when a meet Evergreen Cemetery.
ing was held in this town. It was , Mrs. Edward Williams and, son
proposed to place the celebration Smith of Methuen have been Visit
on Nov. 5th of this year. After à ing relatives a few days. .
discussion of the proposition, in Mr. Lewis Williams and. family
which deep interest in the matter of Reading Mass., and Mr. and, Mrs
was evidenced, at was voted that Hobson of York are visiting their
arrangement be made for such an father, MS’. J. B. Williams,
observance. Judge H. L. Luqùes Mr. Hager and daughter, Mrs.
was chosen chairman of the com May Alice Johnson have returned
mittee of arrangements and Rev. to Clinton, Mass. His daughter,
H. R. McCartney secretary. Judge Mrs. Mabel Robinson and family
Luques was also selected to act as accompanying them.
president of the day and requested Mr. Burton L. Robinson of the
to deliver an address of welcome Coast Guard situated off Bar Har
on the occasion. / Rev. H. R. Mc bor returned to duty Monday after
want to be sure of getting the right suit for Man or Boy, at the right price, save yourself disappointment and
Cartney was requested to prepare a' leave of absence to attend his.
an historical paper for the anni brothers’ funeral.
versary and Rev. Thomas P. Baker Pastor H. V. Coolbroth of themake perfectly sure of a bargain by a visit to our SHOP THIS WEEK.
was selected to prepare an appro Adventist C^uch with his ’family
priate poem. Abbott Graves was have returned from their vacation
unanimously requested to prepare of two weeks at Lakeside,' Maine,}
a series of historical tableaus for Rev. E. A. Goodwin has supplied
the evening. Other suggestions both Sundays in a very acceptable
were made, which, in their work manner.,
ing out, will pruveof decided inter ♦. Mr. J. W. Lake was the leader of
the L. W. Meeting oh Tuesday even
est and value. 1
t ? John G. Woqley, whose reputa ing.
BOYS BELL and K. & E.
tion as a most éloquent speaker is ■ Mr. James Harvey of Old Or
chard
was
a
caller
in
town
Sunday.
nlore than nation wid.e will address
BLOUSES
&
SHIRTS
. a public meeting in Kennebunkport Mrs. W. H. Emery is visiting hef
daughter,
Mrs.
Eugene
Taylor,
in
on Wednesday Evening, Sept, 24th.
He comes as one of a group of lead Boston. '
Witfy cellar.. attached' on
ing temperance men who are to Mrs. G. W. Day of Holbrook is
Boys
’
Suits
reduced
to
neckband,
French and
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
tour Maine fbr a number of weeks
W. P., Hewey. ’
this fall.
stiff cuffs, regul <r .$i 15
Introduction of Judge H. L. Lu Misses, Thelma and Verlie
Boys’ Stits reduced to
and $1.25
Wildes were callers in town Tues
ques as President of the Day.
Solo, “Marseillaise”—Mde Pain- day. „
_ _______ _
Boys’ Suits reduced to
ehaud-Renouf.
Original Poem-^-Thomas P. Ba- Remember an estimate .on in
stalling electricity in your home
ker.
«’
Boys’ Suits reduced to
Introduction of Goy. Carl E. Mil- costs you nothing.. Why not inGuaranteed Fast Colors.
zqujre?
Morgan&, Spiller
liken by President Luques.
Tel
106-13.
i
;
Kennebunk.
Address-^-Governor Milliken.
Boys’ Suits reduced to
Reading—“Lest' We Forget”—
Mrs. Margaret Dèland.
Presentation of Medals.
Boys’Suits reduced to
BOYS’ Sample TrousersSinging by. audience, “America”
—Led by Mde, Painchaud-Renouf.
Boys’ Suits reduced to
Gieatly Marked-down
Harold C. Durrell of Cambridge,
Mass., is spending part of the pres
Boys’ Suits reduced to
ent week in Kennebunkport.
Thoinast D. Suplee, a former
resident of this/place but now liv
MANUFACTURED BY
ing th Philadelphia, is here for a
visit of several weeks, and is being
entertained by Mrs. Dr. King.
» The links of the Arundel Golf
We have for years completely outfitted Boys, and can supply them now from *our present Marked Down
8 ACO.
Club are very popular this season.
Rev. RoscOe D. Tarbox of New
Stock, ready for immediate service, every essential item of a Boys’ wardrobe, which ought to include Suits,
York, who has been visiting his
mother; Mrs. P; Ellen Tarbox,-for
a number of weeks, has returned to
Overcoat, Underwear, Furnishings, Headwear and Luggagef Remember—The Men and Boys* Sale lasts
the Empire State.
is prepared to do hair and

E

Every once in a while One of pur Clearance Sales arrives, takes ’trade in
the flank, effects a junction with good business and a whole lot of our cus
tomers are made happier, for it For we have

Gifts Sometimes
Bargains Often
Values All The Time

And this time we have the GREATEST BARGAINS ever offered in York county.
MARKED DOWN CLOTHING good enough for the millionaire; but at prices
attractive enough for thé millions. Therefore, if you want to avoid regrets—if you

Mark=Down Sale
on Boys’ Suits
$25 00
22.50
2000

SHOKE

CIGARS

W. J. Bardford Co
Mrs. Mabel Huff

Remember an estimate on in
stalling electricity in your home
costs you nothing. Why not in
quire?
Morgan & Spiller
Tel. 106-13.
Kennebunk.

scalp treatment, facial
massage and mani
curing by ap
pointment

only this month—Can you afford to miss it ?

95c

